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Foreword
by Linda Buchan
I was delighted when Dream asked me to write the foreword for his book.
I have known Dream for four years and he has proved to be an invaluable
member of Axia ASD Ltd. If I have in any way encouraged Dream to be
proud of who he is it is both a privilege and an honour.
If I have in any way facilitated the creation of this book I am truly
humbled.
In this book Dream shares many of his experiences and his “models of
reality” many of which have changed as a consequence of his experiences
which have been many and varied.
He completed the book in eighteen days! Dream begins his preamble
by stating he has been diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder and
acknowledges that any book he writes would have an Autistic slant as he
cannot change his cognitive state but this is not a book about Autism.
I disagree when Dream states he is “not a smart bloke”. He is one of the
most intelligent people I have met. His play on words throughout this book
is both interesting, humourous if at times challenging. His “cognitive state”
may mean people perceive he is going off at tangents but he is setting the
scene for the rest of the book by providing clear definitions.
Precursors to the book are then described including taking part in The
Listening Project with Dr Luke Beardon who has written the Introduction.
Dream then describes many experiences from his childhood onwards and
how they have contributed to his mental models of reality. Looking back
has not always been a pleasant or easy experience for Dream. Perhaps the
experiences make more sense to him now in the light of his diagnoses, for
example, distinguishing fact from fiction, facts from emotion, only Dream
would be able to answer this.
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Dream refers to himself as not having a tattoo on his forehead with “WARNING:
AUTISTIC:” However, refers to occasions when he has used his Autism Alert
Card which has helped “slow the pace of events for me”.
Dream describes himself as “philosopher, truth seeker and questioner” and
this role he occupies is invaluable to Axia ASD Ltd and the services that we
offer.
After defining mental models of reality Dream goes on to describe the process
of writing the book.
He concludes with a closer look at “the Autistic Model”. I sincerely hope he
is wrong when he says only a handful of people will read this book and the
majority of those will find little of value within it. I found it of enormous
value for which I thank you, Dream.
Dr Linda Buchan
Consultant Clinical Psychologist,
Founder and Director of Axia ASD Ltd.
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Introduction
by Luke Beardon
Apparently you can blame this book on me. Alternatively, I seem to have
been given ‘permission’ to take credit for it! Or, thirdly, I can remain humble
and profoundly grateful that I in some way influenced Dream to write and
‘caused this work to come to be’ (Dream, 2017:7). Whatever the underlying
causation, whatever the influences and drivers, whatever the catalyst - what
we now have is a narrative fit for publication that has been released for
general consumption - and for this alone, I am hugely proud to have played
my part in it.
I recall well the first time I met Dream. In fact I recall very well all of the times
I have met him - he has that kind of impact, at least certainly on me. I have
spent many an evening having virtual chats accompanied by real brandies;
those discourses gave me huge amounts of pleasure, such is Dream’s levels
of articulation, intelligence, sense of humour, and insight. In those dialogues
I could see his enormous potential for writing, though I didn’t mention this at
the time. I admit it; I was greedy! I wanted his wonderful written reciprocities
all to myself, such is the selfishness of (this) man. I shouldn’t put myself
down overly much - I wasn’t that selfish, honestly. In fact, when I was given
the opportunity to be a part of BBC Radio’s ‘The Conversation’ (under the
umbrella title of The Listening Project) Dream instantly came to mind as the
person I wanted the world to hear speak. Ok, no - it was me being selfish
again, I wanted a decent face to face chat with him! And I was being given
this golden opportunity to not only be ensconced in Sheffield’s BBC studio
with Dream and a mic but for the recording to be available for ever more
(or until such a time as it is no longer available for reasons we are yet to
know about) at the British Library - if you don’t believe me, check it out!
The date itself was a myriad of deliciousness - as you will see when you
read the book. The chat itself was 1 hour, 35 minutes, and 34 seconds of
absolute pleasure for me - Dream, officially, thank you. Of potential interest
- the producer gave us pretty much carte blanche to speak to one another; I
9
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do recall his guidance around timings though - something along the lines of
“most people manage to chat for about forty minutes, an hour is probably the
maximum before it becomes stilted or uncomfortable”. Not only were Dream
and I still chatting after the stated duration - we were still in full flow, and
had to be asked to stop! He is a fascinating individual, indeed.
The greatest coincidence of all would be if coincidences didn’t exist - I am
not taking credit for this and am paraphrasing anyway, but whoever came
up with it must have known a thing or two. But, even so, when you read
Dream’s book, you do find yourself thinking ‘is all as it first appears?’ Dream
has that limited capability of constantly questioning ‘truth’ and the book
resonates with the underlying philosophy of questioning throughout, which
makes it a refreshing read.
I would hesitate to try and bracket Dream - to label him as anything other
than Dream. But I find myself seeking to make sense of the book in such
a way as to actually do my job here - which is to introduce it! And that’s
pretty difficult to do without introducing Dream. Maybe I should provide
tentative suggestions and leave it subsequently to you. Is Dream a modern
day philosopher? Mathematician? Scientist? Writer? Sceptic? Genius? A bit of
all of those? You decide. I am still musing on it all myself. Irrespective,
you will (in my view) find elements of all of those components within this
book.
I thoroughly enjoyed reading this. Why I enjoyed reading it is less easy to
articulate; in part it was because I am fortunate enough to know Dream - no,
not know! I have met him and spent time conversing - I cannot profess to
‘know’ him in any depth, but still - in his writing I can hear his voice, that
is probably a better way of putting it. His views on autism of course interest
me - but I found myself enjoying other aspects of his writing that I hadn’t
expected to enjoy - autism is my passion after all, so to feel just as engaged
when reading about things unrelated was novel for me.
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One aspect of Dream’s personality that does shine out for me is his ability
to both question ‘truth’ but at the same time proffer his version of it - in an
unadulterated but well thought out manner. My exchanges with him reek of
profundity - sadly, in a much one-sided manner it has to be said! This book
smacks of the same - ongoing questioning of the validity of models of reality,
with Dream’s epistemological slant evident throughout.
Before handing you over to Dream himself, it would be remiss of me not
to mention Axia - the team who support autistic children and adults, whose
orbit Dream found himself drawn towards, and to whom I am an official
guest adoptee. Each and every one of you are simply outstanding human
beings, unsung heroes, and a delight and honour to know.
If you are interested in autism, or philosophy, or ontology, or even crop
circles - you will find something of interest in this book. If you are of an
open mind and enjoy reading perspectives that might surprise and stimulate
thought, then go ahead and view Dream’s recounted thoughts and histories
- you will get something out of it, I have no doubt. If you are sympathetic to
deep thinking with a spicing of humour added in for flavour - then this book
may be just what you are after.
Dr Luke Beardon
Senior Lecturer in Autism
Sheffield Hallam University
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Position…
As I finally, for the 5th time, put this nightmare of a book “to bed” (to use my old printing
terminology), and finish what only a fool would have started, I can see now where I “Stand”...
I won’t “Lie” to you, it doesn’t “Sit” right with me... Right, that’s covered “The 3 Positions” and
gotten THAT concept out of the way!!! </Dream chuckles>
If I were a computer this document could perhaps be thought of as a “Memory Dump”, and if I
am a biological computer then perhaps it could be considered a “Mind Dump”. Either way it may
be thought of as a “dump”, but hopefully there be a few “tiny treasures in this trash”!
Despite anything said from this point on, in no way can one consider this “work” as having been
“crafted”; carefully, skillfully, and with love, whittling words with wit and wisdom into a piece
of “art” to touch the hearts and minds of men...
“Art” it may be, but born by the hands of haste, a “Quarter-wit” (I’m not smart enough to be
a “Half-wit”!) halfheartedly attempting to mould something from this “Mind Dump”, shoddily
shaping disparate thoughts and concepts from the detritus into something with a semblance of
sense and coherence, which doesn’t look excessively ugly!
This is not the book I envisioned in my mind when it’s Title first came to me, neither is this the
book I intended to create when first starting to write. My WISH was to write something worthy
of “Academia”... I’m reminded of the old joke
“If you want to make god laugh, tell him your plans”!
It quickly evolved from this inflated notion, as it soon became increasingly apparent to me that
I lack the skill, will, intellect or time to do justice to such an enormous endeavour of grandiose
proportions and heights. This book reads less like the academic “Principia Mathmatica” and more
like the mad “Principia Discordia” from my perspective, however this process of penning my
thoughts has allowed me to learn more about my own life though, in ways I had not previously
considered, how my models continually change. Aspects of my character permeate my writing,
and my humour is odd, but all things being equal, “It Is what It Is”.
It dawned on me, I had to make a conscious decision, this book needed to be “written as a
challenge” to my Self, within an arbitrary model of my own machination, based on what is
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outwardly considered the “12 Days of Christmas” or the “Christmas Holidays”. I will detail this
model a little more later, but I reckon if there be twelve “Holy Days” there must ALSO be “12
Holy Nights” (which seem to stem from the Solstice on December 21st). This gives me 18 days
to write, research, compile and complete SOME-THING (a sum of things).
With THIS caveat, I defend whatever THIS “Turns Out to Be”.

The structure of this book may appear to be reflective or representative of my own “mental
state”, fractured, fleeting and disordered. It may read more as a pathetic polemic at times rather
than academic argument. It may also enter the realm of “Self Absorbed” before returning to the
realm of “Self Aware”. It maybe that my musings are madness, devoid of meaning and merit,
therefore, “JUST in CASE” (sorry, Printers joke!) I declare henceforth and forthwith this book and
it’s contents to be NONSENSE!
Written in Good Faith, Without Malice and Without Prejudice...
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Preface…
As I sit here, I wonder, how many budding authors ask themselves “Why am I writing a book?”
Not just “a” book, but also “this” book, and why now??? Are these thoughts a normal part of the
creative process? I don’t remember having these questions enter my mind in the past, and these
are complex issues for me, ones which I feel I must satisfactorily provide answers to my “Self”
for in order to justify and drive my “mission”.
I’ve wanted, or thought I wanted, to write a book since I was a youth. I’ve started a couple,
but like much in my life, perhaps due to my character, most “projects” I embark upon start
with enthusiasm and gusto, but my mental stamina usually wanes at some point, and my loss
of interest creates a limited life span for me to “create”, leaving perhaps the majority of things
I start remaining uncompleted. I’ve managed to finish a few songs which I’ve written and then
recorded, but on the whole, I’m never entirely satisfied with whatever creative achievement I’ve
apparently accomplished. Based on previous patterns, it is not unreasonable for me to suspect I
will feel the same upon “finishing” this project... or maybe finishing this conject...
I think that constitutes as justification for my Self, for me to “expend energy” for my writing a
book - because I want to! But why THIS book, “Mental Models of Reality”??? I’ve had loads of
ideas for books, both fact and fiction, where I’ve come up with concepts and titles, but never
literally “put pen to paper” - and yes, this book did actually start scrawled in an embryonic form
on a sheet of A4 note-paper!
The idea of writing a book about “models of reality” came to me many moons ago (however, I
recall not the moment nor causal event which gave rise to this notion). Initially, my intent was
to clinically, diagnostically and chronologically list the numerous concepts various cultures had
created through their observations over the millennia, and had utilised their models to “predict”.
Although “serving their purpose” at the time, ultimately all proved to be flawed in some fashion
or aspect. That vision of a book, did not, has not, and will not, ever “come to be” by my hand!
Despite my still perhaps thinking “that would be a good book”, I am neither qualified, “invested”
nor have the mental capacity to properly research and construct such a tomb. Naively, I had not
envisioned the immensity or complexity of this task before I attempted to write in actuality.
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Generalist versus Specialist
I discovered during the process of piecing this publication together, that it is not unreasonable
to say “The Specialist thinks deep, the Generalist thinks wide”. I am not the “Word Smith” which
I once perceived my Self to be, however when I say “Through Division of General Science, we
are Creating Specific Fields”, please accept I have put much thought into that statement, and the
capitalised words each have meaning in and of themselves, whilst also in context. I think of my
Self as a “Generalist”, I may give the illusion of depth, but I’m shallow. The “Specialist” on the
other hand, thinks deep and hard until he knows his subject field “like the back of his hand”...
Wait a minute, is the other hand the right hand? Is it back to front? Is “Special” really special,
and does “General” have military significance? - I digress...
So now in the knowledge of never being able to do justice to the original idea, I have created
a severe dilemma! I have absolutely NO interest in writing some sort of “Self Promotional”
autobiographical, “Ego Inflating” story about my life. However at the age of nearly 50, I can
honestly say in the last year I’ve verbalised a number of times words along the lines of
“I’ve gone down the rabbit hole, through the looking glass, and found my
Self in some freaky episode of The Twilight Zone!”
I remember very little of my life, but when I think back on some perhaps “key moments” I
observed or experienced, that which I witnessed may have changed my whole outlook on what
I thought or believed at the time - “Paradigm Shifts” perhaps. The thought occurred to me that
these “stories” may provide a reasonable structure of how MY “mental models” have changed
over time, and why they have changed. So maybe this solves my “subject matter riddle”...
Maybe now by adding “Mental” to the original title of “Models of Reality”, and using my own
experiences to drape some of the originally intended material over, I can justify writing again.
Bearing in mind my original title and initial intent which was akin to “chart the history of
scientific models, pointing out how they’d always failed in the past”. That WAS to be my “bias”,
as I believe Jefferson said “Science: Always in error but never in doubt”… perhaps in some ways
verging on religion as theories become dogmas… in fact I recall once writing:
“A Note on Truth”: The famous astronomer Galileo tried to get one of the most
respected scholar’s of his day, Cesare Cremonini, to look through his telescope and
see for himself the moon was NOT a perfect sphere as Aristotle had taught, but had
craters upon it. Cremonini however “knew” better and replied:
“If I saw any such thing it would be because the telescope had bewitched me.”
15
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The last question I asked my Self was “Why Now?”.
That, I feel fairly easy to rationalise…
Did you know that the Oxford English Dictionary’s “Word of the Year” for 2016 was
“Post-Truth”? One of the few books of fiction I have read and recall is George
Orwell’s “1984”, so as we enter 2017 with an apparently imminent “Digital Economy
Bill 2016-17” being enacted in the United Kingdom (which is looking less and less
“united”), giving “powers of surveillance” never previously admitted, supposedly for our “safety”
and “Protection” of course… and unbelievably, I’m just hearing that last Friday evening (2 days
before Christmas), Obama quietly signed into law the 2017 National Defence Authorization Act
(NDAA) which authorizes $611 billion for the military in 2017... And when it is described as
fulfilling the need to
“Establish a Centre for Information Analysis and Response,” which
will pinpoint sources of disinformation, analyse data, and - in true
dystopic manner - ‘develop and disseminate’ “fact-based narratives”
to counter effrontery propaganda, I cannot help thinking it sounds
like a de facto “Ministry of Truth”...
</WINSTON, Looks like your job is safe!>

Welcome to 1984 Folks, only 32 years late!!! *Hail Eris* - this
joke will be explained at a latter juncture... maybe...
I also realise one of my old, irrational, anxiety inducing neuroses has arisen once more. I
never thought I’d live past 30 for some reason, but when I did I had to amend my thought and
projection, which I extended to 32, then 33. My Father then died, which in retrospect may have
silenced that little morbid neurotic voice for a few years. But as I approached 40 it returned, and
again my mind had to “readjust”. Firstly to 42, then 45 and now 50. It is absolutely positively
a FLAWED MODEL, however statistically, each time I am wrong, I become closer to being right
the next time my mind decides it needs to “Fake a Prediction” to disturb me!
With this perspective, in a world I see as now openly admitting to creating “fake news”, using
propaganda on its own people for “Private Interests” (despite calling it “public relations” in
the beginning and now “Public Interest” by some I believe), my life experiences are seemingly
compelling me to write something NOW “before it’s too late” !!!
16
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Preamble:
I have been diagnosed with Autism.
I start with that statement for no other reason than to inform the reader:
“I may not perceive, experience or interpret the world in a common,
expected or usual fashion, form, or manner”.
My thought process may seem as “weird workings” to maybe many or most people, appearing
perhaps as the “method in madness” scenario to some, at times. I would say that due to my
diagnosis, I now know (using a medical model) that ANY book I write will have an “autistic
slant” as I do not believe I can change my “cognitive state”, “character” or “condition”, and this
will always affect my perspective. That said: This is NOT a “Book about Autism”.
In addition, this is NOT (intentionally) a “Book about Me”.
As explained in the preface, I really DON’T want to write about my Self or my Life, but in order
to have a “basis for comparison”, I have only my own experience, gnosis or knowledge and
the mental models I’ve created observing the interwoven fabric of reality from this one’s own
perspective, with all its blinkers, blinders, barriers and conditioned thoughts the experience of
“life” has moulded one into. Therefore, I cannot talk about the “models” we make in our “minds”
without also using a point of reference, which must be “My Self”.
It should also be noted, I am NOT a “smart bloke”.
This may have been immediately apparent to some, whilst others may find it gradually dawns
on them! In my day we took the 11+ to determine whether or not we’d enter “Grammar School”.
I was one of 4 borderline, and ended up being 1 of 2 who scraped through. I was told my I.Q.
was 112 if I recall correctly, which is nothing worthy of note!
Neither should this book be considered “true” or “factual” in any way, shape
or form.
I may appear to be Contrariwise (it is an aspect of my character). And
despite my putting all effort into verifying anything I may claim, citing
sources where possible, and intending to honestly and accurately render
relevant stories from my life, they are JUST part of MY-STORY (which
in my head I think of as Mystory or Miss Story which IS a Mystery to
me!). If a reader relays accurately words written here, they may rightfully
say it is “His Story” or “History”…
17
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Hopefully my emphasising here how my mind may at times “break words down differently” and
attaches alternative meanings and interpretations to them, will possibly aid and assist readers
with insight into the “inner-workings” of this ageing, humble head’s “consciousness train”.
TO EMPHATICALLY EXPLICITLY EXPRESS: “DO NOT BELIEVE ANYTHING I SAY”.
I should also perhaps state, that I as “Author”, am writing this for my Self, not the Reader.
This statement is not intended to offend, neither would I wish it to be perceived as egotistical
arrogance. I fully acknowledge “I am nought but a humble fool”. I simply wish to convey that
I cannot be easily given a topic to write about, I have to FEEL the words I write have some
meaning and purpose to ME. If I become satisfied this book fulfils certain criteria, then it will be
published in the hopes that at least one other soul who chooses to read this will afterwards feel
they have “gained” something from it. When I say I write for my “Self”, I do not believe that I am
writing this for “therapeutic purposes” or any other inclinations of “Self indulgence” (although it
is not unreasonable to suspect that if this project reaches fruition, my Self esteem may be raised,
hence retrospectively having had “therapeutic value”… but we are still in the Pre-amble, make
no pre-dictions!).
I have no “vested interests”, by which I mean; I have spent no time studying a particular
discipline or doctrine to such a degree, that if it were proven incorrect, decades of my life
would appear wasted. Perhaps those who subscribe to “Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity”
and “Einstein’s Special Theory of Relativity” should stop reading now, as these two concepts are
mutually exclusive (as I understand them). Cognitive dissonance is an excellent tool when one is
aware it exists, however if the subconscious clouds the mind, ensuring two conflicting concepts
never cross paths, how are we to realise if we’re travelling in circles?
Summary: Read with an “open mind” (like a parachute, the mind works best when
open) and to misquote Matthew: “judge not lest ye be judged”. No offence intended
or implied: if inferred, then “Fuck You!”...
Sorry Mother, yes I DID have to use “that word” in order to express the concept
of not intending offence, however if offence was TAKEN, that would offend me,
hence MY taking offence back and reciprocating... ohhhhh, forget it mum...
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Pre-Defs.
Before we venture into “Mental Models of Reality”, we need to clarify a few
definitions, primarily “Mental”, “Model” and “Reality”! Perhaps due to my nature, let us
start with the last first, “Reality”…
In fact taking a step further backwards, let us start with my explaining how I ACTUALLY approach
and choose what I define a word to mean in any given moment when I find myself “questioning
a word” (which I frequently do each day). I often seek the etymology of a word immediately
fore or aft I search for its “dictionary definition” (I have good reason for this which may perhaps
become clear during the section on the 17th Century “Enlightenment” period - if I ever reach that
chapter in this story!). Next I compare what I perceive the original “Intent” of the word was to the
“dictionary definition” to contemplate and conclude what I MEAN in THAT “moment”… Notice
I appear to make considerable use of quotation marks? Sometimes I may be quoting others,
however I oft use them to denote a word or phrase which I may have a different determination
of meaning, rather than the way the word is used by others the majority of the time in the so
called “common parlance”…
That said, “Reality” according to “The Online Etymology Dictionary” is:
reality (n.)
1540s, “quality of being real,” from French réalité and directly Medieval Latin realitatem (nominative
realitas), from Late Latin realis (see real (adj.)). Meaning “real existence, all that is real” is from
1640s; that of “the real state (of something)” is from 1680s. Sometimes 17c.-18c. also meaning
“sincerity.”

Okay, so if I assume the suffix “-ity” means “a condition, state or quality of being” of that which
is “real”, I need to look up “real”…
real (adj.)
early 14c., “actually existing, true;” mid-15c., “relating to things” (especially property), from Old
French reel “real, actual,” from Late Latin realis “actual,” in Medieval Latin “belonging to the thing
itself,” from Latin res “matter, thing,” of uncertain origin. Meaning “genuine” is recorded from
1550s; sense of “unaffected, no-nonsense” is from 1847.

But wait, an adjective describes a noun, so if “reality” is a noun (the thing), having the qualities
of “real”, surely “real” must have qualities making it either a noun or a verb shouldn’t it?!? I maybe
mixfused, but it IS also a noun...
Slight tangent me thinks...
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real (n.)
“small Spanish silver coin,” 1580s, from Spanish real, noun use of real (adj.) “regal,” from Latin
regalis “regal” (see regal).

Hmmmm… now this is a little odd… “Could REAL be REGAL with a silent G???”
regal (adj.)
late 14c., from Old French regal “royal” (12c.) or directly from Latin regalis “royal, kingly; of or
belonging to a king, worthy of a king,” from rex (genitive regis) “king,” from PIE root *reg- “move in
a straight line,” hence, “direct in a straight line, rule, guide”

…and I see “move or direct in a straight line”… I would hope that my sharing this thought
process which I am going through may act as an insight into the arcs of thought traversing my
mind, which is either cobbling or crafting this work together. It appears to me that the idea of
“Regal” is of “Ruling” - “Straight Lines”, whilst any “THING” (i.e. Object of perceivable shape)
RELATES to any other thing in straight lines, so if those “direct lines” are perceived they are
considered “real”.
Therefore, That Which Can Be Perceived Or Experienced May Be Considered “Real”.
I wonder in this moment, whether I’d wager the majority of readers attention spans would have
diminished to zero at this point or not! For me to try to define what I THINK I mean for every
word I deem possible of misinterpreting, it would become impossible to continue with this
volume. Suffice it to say, I can’t evidence my thought process for every single word, OR that
another would agree with my chosen definition, but in my intent to both find and express clarity
and clear thought (where non may exist), there maybe a tad of “mind-swamp” to negotiate!
Let’s speed things up.
model (n.)
1 a three-dimensional representation of a person or thing or of a proposed structure, typically on a
smaller scale than the original : a model of St. Paul’s Cathedral | [as adj. ] a model airplane.
• (in sculpture) a figure or object made in clay or wax, to be reproduced in another more durable
material.
2 a system or thing used as an example to follow or imitate : the law became a model for dozens of
laws banning nondegradable plastic products | [as adj. ] a model farm.
• a simplified description, esp. a mathematical one, of a system or process, to assist calculations
and predictions : a statistical model...
1570s, “likeness made to scale; architect’s set of designs,” ... from Latin modulus “a small
measure, standard,” diminutive of modus “manner, measure” (see mode (n) ).
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Soooo
mode (n.)
“manner,” late 14c., “kind of musical scale,” from Latin modus “measure, extent, quantity; proper
measure, rhythm, song; a way, manner, fashion, style” (in Late Latin also “mood” in grammar and
logic), from PIE root *med- “to measure, limit, consider, advise, take appropriate measures” (see
medical (adj.)). Meaning “manner in which a thing is done” first recorded 1660s.

Therefore, a “Model” is either a ‘simplified description’ or a representative, measured,
scaled likeness, of something else.
And finally, “Mental”…
mental (adj.)
early 15c., “pertaining to the mind,” from Middle French mental, from Late Latin mentalis “of the
mind,” from Latin mens (genitive mentis) “mind,” from PIE root *men- “to think” (source also of
Sanskrit matih “thought, mind,” Gothic gamunds, Old English gemynd “memory, remembrance;” see
mind (n.)). Meaning “crazy, deranged” is from 1927, probably from combinations such as mental
hospital.

Uh-oh, another adjective, now we need to look at “Mind”…
mind (n.)
late 12c., from Old English gemynd “memory, remembrance, state of being remembered; thought,
purpose; conscious mind, intellect, intention,” Proto-Germanic *ga-mundiz (source also of Gothic
muns “thought,” munan “to think;” Old Norse minni “mind;” German Minne (archaic) “love,”
originally “memory, loving memory”), from PIE root *men- (1) “think, remember, have one’s mind
aroused,” with derivatives referring to qualities of mind or states of thought (source also of Sanskrit
matih “thought,” munih “sage, seer;” Greek memona “I yearn,” mania “madness,” mantis “one
who divines, prophet, seer;” Latin mens “mind, understanding, reason,” memini “I remember,”
mentio “remembrance;”).

mind (v.)
mid-14c., “to remember, take care to remember,” also “to remind,” from mind (n.). Meaning
“perceive, notice” is from late 15c.; that of “to give heed to” is from 1550s; that of “be careful
about” is from 1737. Sense of “object to, dislike” is from c. 1600; negative use (with not) “to care
for, to trouble oneself with” is attested from c. 1600. Meaning “to take care of, look after” is from
1690s. Related: Minded; minding. Meiotic expression don’t mind if I do attested from 1847.

Therefore, “Mental” is “of Mind”.
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Despite the word “Mental” potentially being seen as having a “derogatory interpretation”, and
which some may have used in the past as a derisory description of MY thoughts (accusations
of my being “mental” would you believe?!?), we’ve established it’s definition and therefore can
agree (at least in theory based upon my logic), that ALL thoughts are mental. So if another
fails to appreciate my story’s content, meaning or point, then I have either failed to elaborate
and elucidate with clarity that which I intended to purvey, portray or profess… OR I may have
achieved a subconscious objective I am unaware of, both “revealing and concealing” the esoteric
within... or the exoteric without?
In summary: “I think of the word Model to be a representation AND
explanation of PERCEIVED experiences which I hold in my mind”.

Reality versus Physicality
Nice and simple one here, but important to state none the less. We’ve established thoughts and
concepts CAN be thought of as “Real”, but unless one is following the path of Platonic Forms,
these things are NOT “Physical”. If you can measure a “thing” in height, width and depth, it is
“fairly and squarely” in the domain of the Physicist.

Description versus Explanation
I think it may also be vital to differentiate between these two concepts. I can describe to you
dark clouds approaching, seeing a bright flash of light, and hearing a loud clap of thunder. But
can I explain to you WHY the clouds are dark, why they are moving towards me, what caused
the brilliant light, or where the sound came from? Probably not satisfactorily from either of our
points of view!!!
It turns out that “Mathematics” can create quite
accurate, beautifully descriptive models, but they don’t
really explain anything. It is in the “interpretation”
of the maths (the theory behind the observation)
where sometimes when a question “raises the heat”
a little, the glue holding an explanation together
may melt, and the model falls apart. Some of my
models may be “Houses of Cards”, taking only a
brief breath to cause them to tumble and fall!
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Precursors:
If one is to “Understand” (in this instance meaning to “seize, grasp or comprehend”), then “U&I”
must have a “Meeting of Minds”. In order for this to occur, from my perspective, the Reader
should perhaps be made aware of the “context” in which the Author writes, to give texture to
the threads of thoughts and incidents which we are calling “A Story”.
A confluence of events over the last 18 months alone appear to be those which have meant
a more sudden “alteration of direction” and “change of gear”. One of the most pleasant and
influential was when invited by Dr. Luke Beardon to participate in a BBC recording for their
“Listening Project”. Serendipitously it also occurred on my birthday, which felt incredibly poignant
and held significant meaning to me, whilst the date being 21/06/2016 appeared to be extremely
pleasing to Luke. The whole experience I found immensely profound, and looking back, think
it possible that this event was this books literal precursor or catalyst, as there are many “overlaps” between their content or “Subject Matter”. I had only met Luke “in the flesh” twice prior to
“The Conversation”. Both were quite brief encounters, and both times were through Dr. Linda
Buchan and Axia-ASD. The first occasion was last year at Axia’s Conference “Perspectives from
the Spectrum”, and the second time in May when Luke had been invited to talk at Axia’s “PostDiagnostic Support Group” meeting.
Dr. Beardon commented to me during our “Conversation” that I appeared to him as someone
who “thought without influence” if I recall correctly. At the time I remember thinking about it as
Luke added “that might not be the right word”. I knew what he was getting at, but I was thinking
“How can my thoughts not be influenced?” I believe Luke was implying a perceived level or
degree of “critical thought”. My “Nature” or “Character” has a curiosity to it, I question, but as
my Father used to say “You just HAVE to be contrariwise don’t you”. I probably replied “NO!” at
the time, because over decades I have seen patterns repeating, playing out as they have in the
past, and possibly playing out the same in the future. I used to think I was a “critical thinker”,
however whilst writing this book I’m starting to suspect that, just as I once perceived my Self as
a “Word Smith”, my being a “critical thinker” may transpire to be just another illusory facade!
I have come to think of my “Life” as being a “Path”, actually describing my Self as
“A Spiritual Being on a Physical Journey”.
But where, when or why did I come to “question” to the degree which I appear to do? Some
of my early recollections may account for why my “stream” has flowed this way, so in order to
illuminate, I shall recount my mental travels... as my mind unravels...
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The Out of Body Experience.
Briefly, somewhere around the age of 10, due to my phobia of wasps, upon watching friends
stoning a nest of the little blighters from a distance, I received an unimaginable adrenaline rush
when the wasps left their home “en masse” in a dark, buzzing cloud, and headed toward where
I was attempting to hide. I remember fleeing the scene as fast as my body allowed. I remember
feeling a sensation on my scalp and then seeing myself from a couple of feet above my head,
with a wasp entangled in my hair. I saw my arm move up and my hand pluck away the wasp,
then I continued to run.
After some time had passed and a calmness returned, I suddenly thought “how did I see myself
from above?”, which led me to question “just how attached are mind and body?”. I am doubtful
too many children would ask themselves such a question, in fact I wonder how many adults
have even considered it. What I do know is that it took about a decade before a Jehovah’s
Witness “challenged” me saying “You imagined it”... Damn... No one has ever said that before...
I can’t argue against it!!! HOWEVER, whether “real” or “imagined”, it altered the course of my
life. I began reading books on the occult and esoteric, which was a DIRECT RESULT of my
experience... Evidence of “Cause and Effect”.

The 6th Month Religious Experience
Some years later in my early teens, my reading had expanded into the theological
by way of the good old local branch of “Born Again Christians”. The only
“texture” or “context” I wish to convey at this juncture from this experience, was
an event following the death of my Grandmother. She was your conventional
“Garden Variety” Christian, and following her death, one of the “Born Again”
crowd informed this 13 or 14 year old that “She’s going to Hell”!
WHAT?!?
“If your Grandmother wasn’t baptised in the Holy Spirit, she’s going to go to Hell
despite being Christian”.
Hmmm... I knew the person telling me this, at times they would act with such hypocrisy it was
almost obscene to me, and they get to go to Heaven whilst my Gran goes to Hell?!?
So I swiftly left the “crazy folk” and went back to my own “imaginings” and supposed “critical
thinking”...
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The Secondary School Experience
I was in the last intake of grammar school education having barely scraped through the 11+,
hating those 5 years, and only achieving 4 ‘O’ Levels at grade ‘C’. English Language, English
Literature, Religious Education and Commerce. I had enjoyed the “Linguistics” we did one year,
however I was not deemed as able to learn Latin. Following school, these grades led me to
enrol in a “BEC National Business Studies Course” at college, which included economics, law,
marketing and advertising, numeracy and accounting etc.

The False Memory Experience
Back in 1984 I learned to drive. I loved my first car, a red Mk I Ford Escort with oversized white
wheels! There was a girl whom one may say I was “a little obsessed with” whose nickname was
Spider, and in my usual inappropriate fashion of displaying affection, I chose to paint a Spider
and web in white paint on the car bonnet. Now in my teenage years, I used to “Bullshit”, which
as explained by Elwood in the Blues Brothers “It’s not a lie, it’s just... Bullshit” ! The deceits were
not intended to be malicious, I just made up ridiculous stories and told them to other people to
see how much they would believe, for my own entertainment I suppose. So at the age of 17 after
passing my driving test, I started to tell a story which I’d invented...
“I was driving around the roundabout, and as I was exiting I accelerated a bit too
hard and lost the back end. There was a police car sitting at the water tower, and I
saw him pull out in my rear view mirror, so I knew he was going to pull me. I turned
right at the traffic lights and sure enough he put his lights on, so I pulled over in front
of the library. Only one of the coppers got out of the car to meet me, and as he walked
around the vehicle he pointed to the bonnet and said ‘what’s this, a fukin’ crab?’. I
said no, it’s a spider, and I could see the other copper sitting in the car laughing”.
Here’s the problem, I KNEW that NONE of that happened, however one day whilst reciting this
tale to someone, I suddenly thought “hang on, I’ve got memories of this in my head”. Actual
images I could recall from a fantasy story which never occurred! This disturbed me. I considered
myself a “Truth Seeker”, however as David Bowie said in the film The Labyrinth “What is your
basis for comparison?”. If I were attempting to ascertain fact from fiction, then I really should try
to have in my head the most accurate version of the past for comparison later. Therefore if my
spouting stories of fiction cause false memories to occur, I should cease the activity! I do think
that this “observation and conclusion” is a relatively profound one for a 17 or 18 year old to
make, and to then consciously make the effort NOT to “Lie”. Yes, that meant I had to develop
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strategies to do this (as no one wishes to reveal everything to everyone). It seems reasonable that
we all have secrets, I think John Lennon perhaps said it best “Everybody’s got something to hide
except for me and my monkey”.

The College Experience
A most strange 2 years for me were 1984 and ‘85! Following 5 years of Hades, the two years
at College I recall as being far more pleasant, and provided an immense and intense number
of events and experiences which still stick with me to this day. In fact some are given greater
meaning only upon the passage of time, and with later reflection.
When I think back to the character I was then, and the one I am now, they are polar opposites in
weird ways. Despite being able to see now how environmental factors in my “Formative Teenage
Years”, such as the “Falklands War”, the “Miners Strike” and my Father shouting his opinions
at the television in support of the then Prime Minister Thatcher and her “Privatisation Policy”,
moulded my mind without my conscious awareness or consent. I feel embarrassed by my
immaturity and credulity! Perhaps the epitome of this deranged programmed thought was when
we were tasked to produce a “College Rag” to raise funds for our trip to the European Parliament.
A 32 page booklet we called “Private Ear” on which one page I wrote a few paragraphs with
the title “Fascism”...
An Unpleasant “Looking Back & Learning” Experience...
Re-examining the actual writing after 32 years in order to give a factual account is actually deeply
disconcerting. When I said this was not intentional “Therapy” I MEANT IT! I had forgotten that
short period of my life, what I was like at 17, and it actually horrifies me thinking about this
incident now. I don’t remember the last time I felt “shame”, it’s not an emotion I’m used to
experiencing as I don’t consider I ever intentionally really do anything wrong. However I have to
say that despite my appreciating, comprehending and understanding HOW I came to be the way
I was, I still feel disgusted with my past Self for not seeing through the “propaganda machine”
and perhaps the inadvertent environmental indoctrination I was receiving by that age.
For me to look back and SEE the, frankly unbelievable, extreme extent environmental factors
played in shaping my “character” at the time, makes me incredibly conscious of the effect
others have on us, and we them I suspect. Perhaps the fact I have not owned a television for
nearly a decade has at least allowed me a little more freedom to CHOOSE what I allow into my
mind... or maybe my “choices” be illusory if “cause and effect” are “real”...
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The 1984 Diary Destruction
This does bring to mind another event I’d forgotten though. I’d kept a diary throughout 1984 as it
seemed “important” for some reason. Around the turn of the millennia I rediscovered the journal
and reread it. I recall being dumbfounded to read that what I THOUGHT were relatively pleasant
days for me, at the time I had perceived and expressed as deeply distressing, grading each day
from A to F only to discover a handful of “A’s” and mostly D’s and E’s. Plus comments about my
desire to seek psychiatric assistance, depression and general miserable life. That I found alarming
enough to destroy the book (bar the one page the dog died which I still have somewhere). I am
totally against metaphorical or actual “book burning” in principle and practice, and this may be
one of my few “regrets in life”, but I obviously did not like the persona I was at that point in my
life, and preferred to tear the diary into tiny pieces, never to be read again. I chose to keep the
more pleasant (albeit less accurate) memories!
“You’d better think about what you’re saying, you’d better think about the
CONSEQUENCES of your ACTIONS”
I was not there when one of the Masters returned with fury to the person who had sold him his
copy of “Private Ear”, and ripped it up in front of them, ranting how we would all be expelled.
But in a short space of time, after hearing the story from the “seller”, six of us found ourselves in
the Principles Office. I immediately confessed as to being the author and also of maybe having
written it with a fraction of mischief in mind (thinking it to be controversial), but I had absolutely
NO IDEA that my words could cause such apparent psychological pain, and such an emotional
reaction could occur, and I was deeply apologetic.
I was raised to “turn the other cheek” and that “sticks and stones would break my bones but
words could never hurt me”. I genuinely had no awareness of the potential effects of my words
on others, as others APPEARED to have such little affect on me (which we now know not to be
true!).
The Principal was very understanding, appreciated that none of us had demonstrated any malicious
intent, and explained to me the main reason he thought the Master reacted in such a manner was
because he had relatives who’d died in the concentration camps. The specific complaint against
me was that I had spelled “Jews” all lower case, which he found deeply offensive. This was in
fact just one of many typographical errors due to my poor typing, a mere mistake with no intent
behind it at all. It was suggested if I were to write a letter of apology, my contrition would be
accepted in good faith, and no more would be said of the matter.
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This I did, and received a letter of acceptance in return. The only thing I remember of his
response was a quote from the book I’d recently read, 1984, which he’d used to end his missive:
“Imagine a boot stamping on a human face forever”... and I do...
I also recall a discussion one lunchtime in the canteen where I’d “aired opinions” (or just blurted
out thoughts) on “Catholics and birth control” with half a dozen folk whilst we ate. A couple of
hours later whilst I was sitting on the floor outside the library, one of the girls who’d been at the
table walked up to me and stamped on my chest hard, saying something about “I’m a Catholic”.
I can’t remember what exactly was said, I just remember a lot of pain and later thinking “Lesson
learned, don’t talk about Catholics”.
After 2 years I failed the whole course due to failing the accounting exam (all modules had
to be passed in order to pass the course). I gained and gleaned so much information in those
years, however discovered that one girl who had cheated in an exam still passed the course.
The exams were internally marked and her lecturer believed she would have passed if not so
stressed, and passed her regardless! I didn’t complain, but others did, however the decision still
stood. That created some “cognitive dissonance” I can assure you, “Cheating is tolerated” ?!? I
decided I did not need a “piece of paper” to tell me what I did or didn’t know, so elected not to
resit the exam.

Marketing Models
One of the modules at college which I quite enjoyed, and appeared to be relatively competent
in was “Marketing”, which included “Advertising”. I remember receiving an ‘A’ in one exam as I
had particularly impressed the lecturer apparently by stating:
“An article in Marketing Myopia written by Theodore P. Levit said we need to ask
ourselves 3 questions. Where are we now? Where do we want to be? And how do we
get there?”...
Okay, so I have just googled that as it serves to act as a gauge of whether my “Honesty Policy”
has paid off in the “memory department”, and given me an accurate recollection after all these
years! I was actually fairly confident of its accuracy, but wasn’t sure if it was a “P” or a “T” in
his middle name. Apparently, the article WAS “Marketing Myopia” not IN “Marketing Myopia”;
the article was a paper written by Theodore Levitt and first published in 1960 in the Harvard
Business Review (according to “Wikipedia”). Ironically, nowhere can I find a middle initial for
this gentleman... I think on the whole I’m fairly content with that recollections relative accuracy
as a result.
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We were trained in many “Principles” of “manipulating minds” (although it wasn’t taught with
that title!), such as the maxim “Tell them they can’t have it and they’ll want it” (which genuinely
cited the “Biblical Model” of Eve with the Apple in Eden as proof of concept!). One model
employed was A.I.D.A. This stood for:
• Awareness
• Interest
• Desire
• Action
First people have to be aware of the existence of your product, then you have to make them
interested in it, next you have to make them desire it, and finally make them act on that desire.
The psychology of marketing is something else, which again, looking back through the “lens of
life’s learning” I see as almost horrific.

The Contractual Model
In my two years attending classes studying “Business Law”, the “Law
of Contract” lay at the heart of the model. Simply put, a Contract
must contain 3 things, “Offer, Consideration & Acceptance”. We were
also taught this was based on the Biblical “Old Testament” model of
“Lex Talionis” or “an eye for an eye”. What I did not realise until
decades later, was the reason during my two years of Religious
Education at school preparing for an “O Level”, we only studied The
Gospel of Matthew and Paul’s letters to the Corinthians. It never
occurred to me at college, but I understand now why the New
Testament is considered the opposite of the Old by some:
“Forgive us our debts as we forgive our debtors” (Matthew 6:12 KJV).
Why since Primary School was I taught the Lord’s Prayer said “forgive us our trespasses”??? Also
interesting to notice in “Court’s of Law” (Old Testament places which ARE “doing business”) that
“Christians” can be of concern to them! I know this from experience, being assumed a Christian
by a Barrister or Brief one time, due to certain words I’d used in a “Character Reference” a friend
asked me to write. If I am not mistaken, it was because of the Quaker’s biblical understanding of
the Book of Matthew that the courts changed their wording to allow one to “attest a truth” as
opposed to “swear an oath”. It appears that Jesus was quite specific in his words:
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The Working Experience
Spending a short time on what was then known as “The Dole”, in ’85 I ended up going into the
“Family Business” of Stationery and Printing. My undiagnosed dyslexia was not an aid in this
area – It really doesn’t look good if your “Printer & Stationer” can’t spell “Stationary” correctly!
Much as I like “being stationary”, my fathers mnemonic was useful “E is for Envelope which
Station-Ers sell!”.
I played this role as Printer for 23 years, seeing change I could never have predicted, such as
the desk-top publishing revolution. I look back and see that my thought in the late 80’s was
not entirely inaccurate, that we would “never get rid of the printed word” , but what I never
considered was that technological advancement would mean people would be able to do the
printing themselves, on demand!

Colour Models
As a “Printer”, one of the most difficult concepts I found I had to explain to Customers were the
“Colour Models”. They are given different names such as “additive and subtractive”, “Primary
and Secondary” or “RGB and CMYK”, but in essence they describe the same thing. Light is
“Primary”, and by “adding” red, green and blue light together one creates white. This is how
all those millions of “hues” are seen on computer screens, televisions, phones and tablets,
by altering the quantities of those three colours PROJECTED out. In the “real world” though
(the physical realm), what you see is the light REFLECTED back from whatever object one is
observing, therefore the object is SECONDARY and its colour constituents must be the exact
opposite of whatever you see, like a photographic negative. Did that make sense? I hope so,
because it becomes even more problematic to explain (as a printer) that it is not possible to ever
produce the identical colour on paper as one sees on screen, because the two “colour models”
don’t work together precisely in practice.
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I find my Self wondering whether this has anything to do with the different ways we have
considered colour models. For instance “light is linear” and graded on a spectrum of “Frequency”
which is often portrayed as a “Line”, whilst Painters used a “colour wheel” where Red and
Blue meet back up in a circle. Both Models can be considered “accurate” and “true”, and yet
conceptually are fundamentally different, which may be a contributory factor in “colour models”
failing to be totally compatible with each other.
Oh, quick Q.I. question whilst we’re talking colour, which one has the most shades? I
was taught the answer to be Blue, and the Pantone colour chart seemed to reflect that
teaching at the time, but it may well not be true!
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The “Awakening” Experience
The early 1990’s produced profound changes in my perspective, discovering a comedian and
philosopher called Bill Hicks, who perhaps played a major part in my “mental evolution”.
Although foul mouthed, and whose humour was at times too dark for my taste, a single joke
he told appeared to me at the time to contain the most profound sentence I had heard in
my entire life…
“The ‘News’ is supposed to be objective right? So how come every drugs story is a
negative one? It’s always the same one, young man on acid thought he could fly
and jumped out of a window, what a tragedy… what a dick, if he thought he could
fly why didn’t he check it out from the ground first? You don’t see ducks lined up to
catch an elevator to fly south, they take off from the ground, the guy’s an idiot, he’s
dead, GOOD, means I’m one car less linked up in traffic. How about a positive drugs
story? Just once?…
Today a young man on acid realised that all matter is merely energy
condensed into a slow vibration, that we are all one consciousness
experiencing itself subjectively, there is no such thing as death, life is only a
dream, and we are the imagination of ourselves…
Here’s Tom with the weather”.
Around that same time, I was developing an interest in UFO’s and attended
a number of conferences and lectures. At one event in Leeds I purchased a
particularly enlightening video by Richard Hoagland of a briefing he’d given
to the United Nations (which also contained 20 minutes of footage taken
from the space shuttle). The hypothesised “Hyperdimensional Physics”
proposed was literally mind numbing information for me in those days, and
in the years I spent researching the UFO “field of phenomenon”, all I could
actually “prove” was that we were being deceived, misled, and lied to by
“officialdom” (for want of a better word). I remember a friend saying to me
“I don’t understand why you’re so surprised conspiracies exist, they happen all the time - remember,
it only takes two people to conspire!”.
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The Birth of “Lord Dream”
I had spent a few years performing amateur dramatics, and due to an interest
in the musical genre known as “The Blues”, started writing reviews for an
independent magazine called “First Hearing”, having met the Editor in the
Am. Dram. Society. For some reason I’d been given a graphic novel to
review (not within my remit!) called “Sandman; Season of the Mists” by Neil
Gaiman. The story, in short, is that the Devil was fed up running Hell so
quit, and the other ‘gods’ started fighting to make claim to the domain. One character in the story
was called “Lord Dream” and I was inspired to write a song. In 1996 when I first went on-line I
used this name as a pseudonym.

A Big Wave
Towards the end of the decade, my father developed some sort of bizarre mystery illness which
the medical profession totally failed to solve, finally classifying it as “palindromic rheumatism”.
He went on to suffer from “acute spinal chord compression” some years later, as the bacteria
Staphylococcus had found a nice little place at the base of his neck to breed. Within a week,
from thinking he had a twinge in his back, he was hospitalised (in agony and paralysed), and our
family were informed not to expect him to live. He did, gradually regaining about 90% mobility
within 12 months. By 2000 I had become convinced that the root cause of both illnesses was viral
in nature, and had started to research “alternative” treatments… this led to a further paradigm
shift as I discovered significant evidence suggesting the suppression of “technologies” which
aided healing, that were both cheap and effective.
One of these technologies, discovered by Royal Raymond Rife, shed light on my understanding
of how the universe actually worked, the nature of reality. His invention was a microscope which
could see “living viruses and bacteria” (which as I understand it, in what is now 2017, we are
still unable to replicate as the “photographs” we are shown of a virus or bacteria use an electron
gun to “see” them, which also kills them!). There were newspaper headlines back in the day,
which as newspapers can sometimes do, create extremely dramatic headlines such as “An End to
All Diseases”. I think Rife’s story from then on is a reflection of what happens when one’s OWN
“Story” goes AGAINST “THE SCRIPT”.

Who’s Bob Beck?
Sadly it is not possible to utilise Rife’s discoveries without one of his microscopes (all destroyed),
however, his research had shed light upon the concept and mechanism of “Resonance”. I came
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across the work of a bloke called Bob Beck and his “protocol” (not to be confused with the Dr.
Robert O’Becker who wrote “The Body Electric” ). Beck’s “protocol” was based upon a scientific
discovery back in 1990 or ’91 at the Albert Einstein Medical College. The experiment proved that
a few micro-amperes of current were able to disrupt the outer protein layer of the HIV virus in
vitro, essentially disabling it. So doing my “due diligence”, I learned what I could, and discovered
that one of the interpretations of “observable effects” which Beck claimed was “electroporation”
was in fact “Lysing”. An American called “Michael Forrest” had built a similar device to Becks
but altered the frequency. I became intrigued enough to purchase a device, and “like a bull
in a china shop” (as my father would say), over a long weekend blitzed myself with it for 10
hours per day (instead of the 15-30 minutes). I managed to induce the expected reactions, mild
headache, tiredness, and I came out in spots.
I interpreted this to mean I had experienced a mild “Herxheimer Reaction” as I understood it
(overloading the bodies natural excretory mechanisms with dead pathogens in the blood). I had
hoped this experience would encourage my father to experiment, but I was unable to persuade
him to use it as directed, and did not focus on “Ionic Colloidal Silver” (another part of the Beck
protocol) until the Christmas of 2000 (when my father went into hospital for the final time). He
died on the 5th January 2001 before I had chance to explore this avenue of “potential healing”
for him.

An Obsession with Ionic Colloidal Silver Starts
2001 was a very difficult time for me, having accumulated an amount of “evidence of efficacy”
of these modalities of healing, but not having been able to establish whether they would have
worked, aided or assisted my father, I buried myself into research.
Strange circumstances in the late 90’s found me befriending a lovely Canadian lady. We had
become very close “pen-friends” through the medium of email. Following my fathers death,
her husband was diagnosed with bladder cancer, and following discussions, they decided to
experiment. When I say “discussions”, I have no idea what other people said to each other, I just
remember my “head space” was still very much trying to cope with my father no longer being
here, and saying something to my friend along the lines of
“If it was me, I’d be drinking a pint a day of the stuff and nebulising it two or three
times a day”.
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I don’t know exactly the events, but I do recall his wife telling me that the first night he nebulised
was the first night he didn’t wake up coughing, and slept all the way through.
He appeared to go into “spontaneous remission” in a period of six weeks whilst using home
made ionic colloidal silver. This “anecdotal evidence” spurred me on, and fortuitously I was
introduced to an “electronics wizard” who, over a period of 12 months, built a device to my
specifications. Having tried to get my GP (who had genuinely done all within his power for
my father) to put people in touch with me if he was unable to help them, I was told this was
impossible due to a “conflict of interests”. He advised me that as long as I was “doing no harm”,
the only thing that he could see I would be able to do was to sell the device or information, as
the “medical industry” was “more complex than I appreciated”.
Looking back I feel almost embarrassed AGAIN, the “Levels of Naivety” which I appear to have
demonstrated during my life are quite astonishing to me!!! If one thinks about it, for me to have
even ASKED my GP if, after delivering the terrible news “I’m sorry, there’s nothing we can do”,
whether he could suggest to them going and seeing a Printer he knew (whose dad died the
previous year) who was “experimenting” as he had some “crazy ideas” that the body might be
electrical in nature, is TOTALLY unfathomable and worthy of ridicule. I think my “idealistic
model” of the world at times may override my faculties of logic and reason!

Lord Dream Starts Weaving
Simply because I’d wished to have the email address of “DreamWeaver” (a compulsion), I’d
purchased a Limited company (as that was the only way to obtain the last domain name available)
some time before my fathers death. When I was ready to start selling the devices and giving
away the information I’d accumulated in 2002, it seemed pointless to purchase another company
(although people pointed out the name “DreamWeaver” really was not the most appropriate
epithet to give credibility to “medical” information!). That said, in essence I’m a “Fatalist” and
believe “everything happens for a reason”, and so continued on my path ignoring these criticisms
and comments (rightly or wrongly). In retrospect, I wonder if “lack of credibility” was a “saving
grace” which “protected” me in some respects. I genuinely believed the information I was
sharing freely would have a profound effect on humanity – if not the world, at least here in
Britain. I chose to disbelieve Beck’s claim that
“85% of people will ignore the information without even looking at the evidence”…
I thought “He’s talking about Americans, we’re British, it won’t be like that here”...
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I was proven wrong, in fact I’d say in my experience it was more like 90% of people who were
“not interested” (for whatever reason), some being more “instantly dismissive” than others.

Conspiratorial Models or “What are the Odds?”
Running adjacent to this, having discovered that “grand conspiracies” really do exist in the
previous decade, I was beginning to question the event’s of September 11th.
I wonder how many people will have read the last sub-heading and sentence, and some such
thought as “Conspiracy Theory nutter” passed through their mind? For anyone who thinks 9/11
was NOT a conspiracy, how would they explain 19 Hijackers? I mean, what are the odds 19
individuals awoke one morning and just happened to all have the same plan? Only a “Randomness
Theory Nutter” could claim such a farce in my mind. I would therefore suggest that the “Official
Conspiracy Theory” was planted in the majority of minds as “truth” by mere media repetition,
BUT IT WAS STILL A CONSPIRACY THEORY.
This form of, I almost want to say “brainwashing” through “media repetition”, may have been
first shown experimentally by the psychologist Robert Zajonc in a study published in 1969.
Nonsense words were printed in student newspapers in Michigan for several weeks on a daily
basis, 5 words were used (kardirga, saricik, biwonjni, nansoma, and iktitaf) and each printed on
the front page with a different frequency of repetition. He then sent questionnaires to the readers
asking them to express whether each word referred to “something ‘good’ or something ‘bad’.”
Their answers were consistent, if a little odd: Meaningless words that showed up in print many
times were judged to be more positive than those that appeared just once or twice. The fact of
their repetition, said Zajonc, gave the words an aura of trustworthiness. He called this the “mere
exposure effect”.
Like everyone else, I had seen the images of the twin towers collapsing, shown repeatedly ad
nauseam on all channels of the media, but Bill Hicks had used a phrase in his ‘rants’ on the
Kennedy assassination which had stuck with me –
“for those of you who dabble in physics”.
Although failing my physics O level, Newton’s law of acceleration due to gravity had been drilled
into us, and I felt I had a general understanding of the principle. How the twin towers had fallen
so quickly (and into their own footprints at that), were beginning to play on my mind, and
when I started to search the internet I discovered I was not alone in this questioning. Alex Jones
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documentary “Road to Tyranny” was the first I came across, which again, caused another shift in
my “mental model” of “how the world actually works”. Along with the blood electrification and
ionic colloidal silver, I became a proponent of “awakening” people to questioning the events of
that day and where we, as a collective, were heading.

Retreat!!! or when to Rescind & Retract one’s “Stand”!
Despite the radio host and film maker “Alex Jones” finding SOME severely damning evidence
showing the past intent of the Department of Defence and the Joint Chiefs of Staff back in the
‘60s (I’m thinking of the “Operation Northwoods” Document) planning “False Flag Events”, AND
Alex raising relevant, apposite questions on what we all had seen and were being told, you
CAN’T spend years sitting on the edge of your seat waiting for the world to end, and if one ever
spends a few months listening to the guy’s daily broadcast as I did, if they are still the same (and
I can’t imagine he has changed his “brand”) then PANIC!!! AAARRRGGGHHH!!! PANIC MORE!!!
AAARRRGGGHHH!!!
The fear that guy generates became obvious after a while, so DESPITE him having some “Good
Information”, delivering it via oral machine gun to his audience screaming “the end is nigh”
does him no favours in my book... but then I’m not an accountant so we may have very different
books, what I DO know is “There be gold in that there fear” !!!

Epicurus Model
A tangent thought has just come to mind, a recollection of Alain De Botton on either BBC2 or
C4 discussing the ancient Greek philosopher Epicurus. It was said he believed there were only
three simple things we required in order to achieve a state of happiness. If I recall correctly these
are:
1. Independence from the State
2. Good friends to converse and share life with
3. Time alone to quietly reflect
The REASON this “thought came to mind” was because I was thinking “I am sitting here, peacefully
reflecting, however I am NOT finding it is making me happy”. Hence my then wondering WHY I
should even have any “expectation” in the first place that “introspection would make me happy”,
and then recalling the reason. It IS all most definitely enlightening to me though, it is just some
of life’s lessons are heavy and hard!
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React versus Response
After many years, I felt I had “become aware” that our species had been manipulated and
brainwashed to such a degree that “critical thinking” seemed like a thing of the past, “Truth”
was not important to the majority, and people don’t appear to have any desire to take “Self
Responsibility” (perhaps because they fail to even recognise “Self” or have the “ability to respond”).
These two words are also important for me to discern between. When I “React” I “Act again”,
however what is “Sponse again”? I have no time to do the whole “definitions thing”, so here’s
my understanding:
When we “react” it is a “thoughtless” act which occurs due to our “doing again what we did
before” in a similar situation. To “Respond” means “to pledge again”, which is contractual, and
therefore by definition requires “thought” of mind. Perhaps one of the “gifts” of now knowing
“I’m Autistic” means that I no longer have to panic quite as much under certain situations where
a “speed of thought” is expected. A friend once joked “Your brain is running on a 286 processor
and everyone else is running on Pentiums”. His jest had a truthful ring to it, I resonated with
the analogy! I don’t now have a tattoo on my forehead with “Warning: Autistic”, however on
occasion have “Produced” my “Autism Alert Card” which has helped “slow the pace of events”
for me.
The Police in particular do NOT wish people to “React” as a general rule it would seem to me,
they seek mindful “Responses”. Perhaps it is easier for me now at this age than it was in my
youth, but in recent years, the few times I’ve been stopped, and informed them of my diagnosis,
they have all been extremely reasonable with me. The last occasion was suspiciously pleasant
and revealing, however it may have been because the first gentleman out of the vehicle was a
cameraman in a flak jacket!

Removing a Variable
My perspectives on life and reality had changed to such a huge extent that, as I turned 40 (and
not died, again), I decided to take a short break from my life in front of the computer screen,
and booked a “holiday” in Derbyshire... a “Woodland Survival Course”.
Upon my return, I suddenly discovered I had lost the will to watch television. Shortly after I
gave mine to my mother and have not owned one since. My Apple Mac on the other hand still
feels like a limb!!! What the “survival course” taught me was that “I am not a survivor” (despite
any current evidence to the contrary!). It was a valuable experience, but one I need not endure
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again. I LOVE “Nature” in PRINCIPLE, in PRACTICALITY though, it’s not for me! At least it felt
like something I could “tick off the proverbial list” Surviving: been there, done that, not doing it again.

End of an Era
Within around 12 months, my mother had decided she no longer wished to continue running
the business my father had started (as she was already past retirement age). Both myself and my
sister had “lost heart” in it since his death, and neither of us wished to take it on. The business
changed hands (for what felt like a pittance as the “economic climate” was changing), and was
taken over by a very nice gentleman (whose name I forget and should probably check... I’m sure
he was a character on the Magic Roundabout </chuckle>). And so I took my redundancy.

Words of Change
2008 was a very difficult year on the mundane level, with so many negotiations and “sorting out”
to do, and with the arrival of January the 1st 2009, I suddenly found myself in a “new place”, no
job and no direction.
I’d had an interest in etymology since a child, and was well aware of Jordan Maxwell’s enlightening
offering of his research into where certain words came from. The one which made most impact
and has stuck in my mind ever since, was that of “Government”. A word created in “Middle
English” from the Greek word “Govern” meaning to control (originally to steer cattle), and the
Latin word “Mentis” meaning Mind. I cannot remember the exact point in early 2009 when I
discovered “Legalese” existed as a distinct and discrete language (and was not just an insulting
term for how Lawyers spoke), or who I’d read or watched that led me to look into it, but it
proved to be a particularly peculiar life changing discovery.
By my 42nd birthday, in only a 6 month period, I’d heard John Harris (Rest in Peace) and Robert
Arthur Menard’s perspectives of “Freemen on the Land”, visiting sites like tpuc, thinkfree.ca, and
fmotl amongst others. Now I know I’m not the smartest of chaps, and as previously mentioned, I
perceive myself as a “humble fool” (sadly more fool than humble at times), perpetually learning,
however as with the blood electrification, ionic colloidal silver and 9/11, there was evidence and
proof of certain aspects which I perceived as irrefutable to anyone with a rational and reasonable
mind. For example, I the man am NOT the capitalised version of the name I was given at birth
by my parents, and that EVERYTHING IS CONTRACTUAL. In fact it occurs to me this instant as
I type, “If it is NOT Contractual it IS a Crime”.
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The Declaration
So believing this concept, on July 2nd 2009 I served a “Public Notice
of Understanding, Intent and Claim of Right” through my local
Registered Newspaper “The Congleton Chronicle”. It said much,
serving multiple purposes, and included changing the name by which
I go at common law to that of Dream (or Lord Dream). Again, this
brought some criticism as I was told I would “lack credibility” in the
information I espoused by choosing such a strange appellation, but
this epithet I believe was “destined” (for a number of reasons one may
see later). On and for the Record, it is NOT my role to convince,
convert or coerce ANYONE into ANYTHING. I merely muse on my
observations and experience, and pass it on as information, that is
perhaps all I have ever done. In addition, I do NOT seek conflict. I
am a private, peaceful man who is following his heart. By choosing a
monicker which may bring amusement or even mockery, I believe I
am less likely to be perceived as a “threat” to any other man, woman
or child. For those who read with care my NOUICOR, they should see
WHY I have done that which I have done.
2009 was an incredible year of learning for me, not only of the
difference between “lawful” and “legal” but also of my Self. I suddenly
“discovered” (or perhaps “remembered” is a more appropriate word)
around April, that I was not my “ego”, and that what I’d perceived
as analogy by Shakespeare (or the real writers of his works), was in
fact literal from an esoteric or philosophical perspective. I wondered
whether this was due to what the Mayans may have been measuring,
the “acceleration of consciousness” as claimed by the likes of Carl
Johan Calleman and Ian Xel Lungold (R.I.P.), or perhaps our descent
into “infinite novelty” as claimed by Terence McKenna (R.I.P.), or
whether this apparent acceleration or compression of time was just
something which happens to us all as we age, I had absolutely no
idea.
My “Public Notice” also included a statement that my “Sole role was
that of Philosopher, Truth-seeker and Questioner”. By definition, I
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make no claim to have answers, my “Role” is perhaps more akin to that of “Court Jester”, or
perhaps the “Heretic”, to query and question the so called “State”, “Status Quo”, “Establishment”
or “Convention”, for no other reason than my role per se.

Which Arena?
I noticed whilst “debating” with folk, some were particularly adept at what I thought of as
“switching levels” at the time, however it is perhaps more apt here to think of different disciplines
as each having their own “arena”. For example, if one is discussing something in the realm of
“Science” the other party cannot invoke any sort of theological argument, “Science doesn’t DO
God”. Altering Arenas can be done in many ways, shifting from the macro to the micro may
make things appear distinctly different depending upon one’s discipline and the discussion at
hand...
Note to Self: “Do Disciplines make Disciples?”

The Authorisation
As noted in the preamble, it must be understood, perhaps due to my “disorder”, “condition” or
just “character”, I do not appear to interpret all words by any one standard. By this I mean, some
words I write I may intend to be taken in their “common parlance” (“you cook a wicked omelette”
obviously should not be inferred as meaning some sort of satanic demon eggs were used, or
that the chef practised witchcraft!). Some words I intend to be interpreted as having “medical”
meanings, others “legal”, whilst some I attribute their original etymological sense to, and others
which I break down phonetically and then take literally (“Intimacy” is close enough to “In to me
see”, so I don’t use it in it’s “biblical sense”, but in the sense of “being understood by another”
- a rarity in my experience). I suspect the last way of using words will be most frowned upon,
however as I am “Author” I am claiming “Authority” and “Artistic License” ! There may even be
times when I deliberately fail to use the correct words to express intent because I find some
sort of pleasing aesthetic to the sound of similar words, which in some situations appears more
valuable than accuracy to me! I may even “make words up” if I so desire and deem necessary!
Yes, I fully appreciate my methodology may create some confusion, HOWEVER that is NOT my
intent and I will continually clarify my rationale to the best of my ability. I would hope as I craft
these words, I am managing to create something “readable” having some sort of “entertainment
value”. If by compromising the “flow” or “facts” I have failed in this, I can only apologise.
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Prelude
Now we all seize grasp and comprehend the meaning of the title I have chosen for this book,
“Mental Models of Reality”, I am sure we can all agree that I am intending to imply:

“Models are Not Real”,
meaning

“The Map is Not the Territory”,
and

“The Menu is Not the Meal”…
If all my other later arguments fail to convince, please note: I can ALWAYS return to this SINGLE
argument and be right!!! Let the dance begin… music maestro…

&
Prolegomenon
Nope, I’d never heard of this lovely word either, it came up in the thesaurus! If the content of this
book becomes public, then I say to thee, not one word be “Trueth”, ALL be “Gnostic”, One is
All and All is One, it’s neither “Science” nor “Religion”, but IT IS “SpIrit” (which may drive both
the prior)… or it may all be “Bollox” (meaning “to throw into confusion” in arcane Legalese I
believe!). In honesty, little is clear to me at this juncture…
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Programme
I am not sure where this section should go exactly, it maybe “The Program”... I think I should
probably “document the process” though regardless.

“18 Holy Nights” Model
This is my 4th attempt at starting this book, and due to it’s prior “stalling” I’ve chosen to go with
a “model” to write it. This model has created an arbitrary deadline for finishing the draft. The 12
days of Christmas are considered a holiday, when they are etymologically the “12 Holy Days of
Christmas”. My good friend Skipy brought this to my attention, and since recognising the longest
night on the twenty first, and believing that “the sun dies for three days” (I was told it takes 3 days
to move 1 degree, I haven’t checked, but don’t really care as it’s allegorical!), therefore one can
“go 4th and multiply”… you DO see the 12 days of Christmas contain nights, which start after the
first quarter and segment of 3 don’t you?!? Me think’s I need diagrams in this discourse…

The way I think of it, is that the 12 days of Christmas can be seen as symbolic of the zodiac,
however their travel is 360° in a full circle. But we know (at least I do) that all the symbolism
relates directly to the observable solstice on the 21st December, which means one does not
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“count” 22nd, 23rd or 24th, but starts on the 25th as the 1st “official” day. If I am recognising
the 3 days prior, I feel FORCED to recognise the 3 days aft. This is important as it is one and a
half rotations. Everything “goes around”, this “spin” drives us, however a “turn and a half” may
perhaps be thought of as “the twist” (perhaps measured more accurately at 1.618 instead of 1.5
though </chuckle>).

The Twist
Point aside, have you ever wondered how mind numbingly weird a “Mobius Strip” was? I still fail
to wrap my head around how giving a half twist to a 3 dimensional object, APPEARS to effectively
remove one of the dimensions!!! We did it as children didn’t we? Split a strip of newspaper and
tape it into a circle, it has height, width, depth and an inside and outside. Take another identical
strip, and before taping the ends together, rotate one end 180°. Weirdly one will find that by
running a pen from where they joined the paper, they can continue in a straight line and will
meet their starting point. What is baffling is how what looks to be a “dimension” is lost - a “side
has gone”... yet the mobius strip still APPEARS to display height, width and depth?!?
I found this a fascinating paradox until I started to
consider “planes of existence”. I had a 3 dimensional
version of an XY graph in my mind, when the thought
occurred to me that a “Plane” is two dimensional
along an axis, both “width” and “height” contain
inherent, unspecified depth. Therefore our “3
dimensional world” existed in only the horizontal
and vertical planes!
We live in “An X plane, a Y plane and a Z axis”...
The Mobius strip - RESOLVED in my mind!

Comparisons of Models
I make no claims as to having any credibility or credentials in the arenas of science, theology,
history, law or even philosophy (pretty poor show for a Self Proclaimed Philosopher wouldn’t you
say?). Despite (or in spite of?) this, I did however claim my “sole role” was that of “philosopher,
truth seeker, and questioner” back in 2009 (I’m dyslexic, so I may not have spelt “sole” correctly!).
This Service to the Public was based upon a model which I held in my mind, which believe it or
not, I have been told is totally mental!!!
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As a point of fact, the previous deed of which I just spoke (publishing a declaration, a public
notice) was based upon the “Law of Contract at Common Law”, perhaps one of our earliest
“mental models”. Once “civilisation” appeared either in our species or on this planet, suddenly
there was another option other than just “take it” (and fighting any opposition which attempts to
prevent said “taking”). CIVILITY - the quality of “civil”, of which the pertinent definitions I take
to be:
civil adjective
1 [ attrib. ] of or relating to ordinary citizens and their concerns, as distinct from military or
ecclesiastical matters : civil aviation.
• Law relating to private relations between members of a community; noncriminal : a civil action.
2 courteous and polite : we tried to be civil to him.
3 (of time measurement or a point in time) fixed by custom or law rather than being natural or
astronomical : civil twilight starts at sunset.

the etymology of Civil is:
civil (adj.)
late 14c., “relating to civil law or life; pertaining to the internal affairs of a state,” from Old French
civil “civil, relating to civil law” (13c.) and directly from Latin civilis “relating to a citizen, relating
to public life, befitting a citizen,” hence by extension “popular, affable, courteous;” alternative
adjectival derivation of civis “townsman” (see city).
The sense of “polite” was in classical Latin, from the courteous manners of citizens, as opposed to
those of soldiers. But English did not pick up this nuance of the word until late 16c. “Courteous is
thus more commonly said of superiors, civil of inferiors, since it implies or suggests the possibility
of incivility or rudeness” [OED]. Civil case (as opposed to criminal) is recorded from 1610s. Civil
liberty is by 1640s. Civil service is from 1772, originally in reference to the East India Company.

There is an inference which I make from “civil law” or “the law of contract”, and that is of
necessary NEGOTIATION if one wishes to remain polite and peaceful. For any society to
exist, a relative “peace” and civility must be present. In order to TRADE one must be “of mind”
else one can not “CON-TRACT”.
Whilst being taught “Offer, Consideration & Acceptance” must all be present for a Contract to
exist, I recall no mention of “Honour”. We WERE taught about a concept called “an invitation
to treat” which in my mind appears a little mischievous, if not outright deliberately devious and
deceptive...
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It is argued that a cake in a shop window with a price of £1 is NOT an “Offer” (as
I think “The man on the Clapham omnibus” would once have thought). Instead, if
one sees the cake and enters the shop with the intent of purchasing, ASKING the
shopkeeper for the cake turns out to be the “OFFER”!
This need for mankind to have a shared understanding and agreement of what was being
exchanged (as opposed to forcefully taken) led to the evolution of this, one of our earliest
models, but was it the first? I doubt it...

The Model of “Self”
One can only imagine the profusion of early “models of reality” which minds began to build when
the spark of consciousness revealed “Self” from “Other”, the confusion and fear the foragers,
hunters and gathers must have experienced prior to a somewhat sudden conglomeration of
concepts, from agriculture to writing, which suddenly appeared on the world’s stage some 6
to 12 thousand years or so ago following the end of the ice age. This is according to current
“conventional wisdom”. I perhaps should emphasise and make clear at this point, in my mind I
think: Wikipedia may be considered “the general consensus of wrongness” and is where
I oft go to seek “majority views” and “current conventional accepted beliefs”.
If I recall correctly, it was Dr. Beardon (whom I shared an early “pre-draft” of a few thousand
words of ramblings with when I was (I think) still “aiming at the academic book” I had in my
mind) and he mentioned “ontological value” and “identity”. The former word I had to look up,
and saw it to mean:
ontology noun
the branch of metaphysics dealing with the nature of being.

Hmmm... aside from the pleasant “ego massage” I felt, I know I “deal in metaphysics”, however
hadn’t considered my writings could potentially be a book or a “branch” into “Introspection of
an Autistic Mind”... again, Hmmm...
Okay, hands up, how many people have actually asked themselves “Who are Me, My Self and
I?”... It’s dark, I see no hands, or am I alone in asking this question??? Personally, when my mind
processed this query, the conclusion it came to was:
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Me is my physical body - “You looking at ME?” - It is tangible and touchable.
My Self is that thing in my head which THINKS it is Me - The “Narrator”
so to speak, constantly comparing, contrasting and criticising.
Whilst “I” AM “One” - or I IS 1
Who “One” IS Be a separate question!
Luke’s use of the second word “Identity” has unfortunate negative connotations in my mind, as
my train of thought goes “Identity, I.D., ‘Vhere are your Paperz’!”. However I know this is not
the frame of reference in which the word is being used... back to the dictionary...
identity noun ( pl. -ties)
1 the fact of being who or what a person or thing is : he knows the identity of the bombers | she
believes she is the victim of mistaken identity.
• the characteristics determining this : attempts to define a distinct Canadian identity.
• [as adj. ] chiefly Brit. (of an object) serving to establish who the holder, owner, or wearer is by
bearing their name and often other details such as a signature or photograph : an identity card.
2 a close similarity or affinity : the initiative created an identity between the city and the suburbs.
3 Mathematics (also identity operation) a transformation that leaves an object unchanged.

Unfortunately, I again immediately notice a negative connotation being used as an example of
the word’s meaning right at the beginning - “identity of the bombers”. So that hasn’t appeased my
Self... onto the Online Etymology Dictionary...
identity (n.)
c. 1600, “sameness, oneness, state of being the same,” from Middle French identité (14c.), from
Medieval Latin identitatem (nominative identitas) “sameness,” ultimately from Latin idem (neuter)
“the same” (see idem). [For discussion of Latin formation, see entry in OED.] Earlier form of the
word in English was idemptitie (1560s), from Medieval Latin idemptitas. Term identity crisis first
recorded 1954. Identity theft attested from 1995.

That’s better. So I THINK, what we are speaking of here is the “reinforcement of Self through
use of same”. In other words, however I perceive my Self, Character or Persona, I seek that
which is similar, be that clothing or jewellery which one uses to express outwardly what is
perceived inwardly, or seeking OTHER similar characters, personas or selves which we perceive
as resonating with us.
In truth, as I write this, I am not sure this document will ultimately prove of any worth in the
“Ontological Arena”, but I have FAITH in Dr. Beardon...
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The Model of “Other”
I’m sure Luke will correct me if I am wrong before this “goes to press”, but I think I recall him
saying that Autistic folk such as my good Self, are not perceived (in general) by the “medical
community” as having a good “theory of mind”. Now I confess this is a little confusing for me as I
may possibly be conflating or confusing different concepts, however I shall plough on regardless
(“bull in a china shop”, remember?). According to Wikipedia... yes, I do have to quote them...
“Theory of mind (often abbreviated ToM) is the ability to attribute mental states—
beliefs, intents, desires, pretending, knowledge, etc.—to oneself and others and to
understand that others have beliefs, desires, intentions, and perspectives that are
different from one’s own.
Deficits can occur in people with autism spectrum disorders, schizophrenia, attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder, as well as alcoholics who have suffered brain damage
due to alcohol’s neurotoxicity. Although philosophical approaches to this exist, the
theory of mind as such is distinct from the philosophy of mind.”
Actually, I may not be quite as wide of the mark as I first thought. The first paragraph describes
something which I have put effort into developing, but I am curious as there is no mention of
“recognition” only the “ability to attribute”. Personally I’m inclined to think my problems lie in
RECOGNISING other’s “mental states”, not lacking the ability to ascribe attributes to either them
or my Self.
And I have to say that I am deeply concerned (despite not actually caring!) that Wikipedia have
used the phrase “Autism Spectrum Disorders” in the same paragraph as “Alcoholics who have
suffered brain damage”...
</ Dream looks at his brandy & thinks “thank god I was t-total ‘til I hit 42!” >

From my perspective, there is a huge point being missed here. Unless the Neuro-Typicals have
some sort of magic power which I, as an Autistic Being, am unaware of, ANYONE whom we
THINK we “KNOW” is in FACT nothing more than a “Mental Model” we have created of them in
our mind. These “people” in our minds are mere abstracts, nothing more than partial estimations.
My friend Suzanne brought this to my attention in only our relatively recent “distant past”. You
and I could have met at birth and spent most of our waking lives together, but can I say I KNOW
your whole life story, or what variables have combined to make you “You”, or the thoughts
which go through your head? NO! Over time, with experience, the version of “You” which I see,
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creates another version of you in my head, a “likeness”. This is where our definition of “real”
becomes a little untangled. The version I have of you in my head is real to me, but it is NOT the
“Real You”...
Have you been paying attention? Do U & I have an understanding??? It was a
PRECURSOR to your reading this! I appears straight whilst U appears curved!
Do Neuro-Typicals even KNOW they don’t KNOW the “Real You”, and that they only THINK
they KNOW??? Are there Autistic souls who think they know?!?
</Dream suddenly hears “The Who” playing the opening 3 chords to “can you see the
real me” blaring full blast in his mind!>

My “Rotating Diamond” Model of “Self”
For the sake of simplicity, I tend to lump together Ego, Self, Mind, Character, and Persona as “The
thing in my head which thinks it’s me” (we established who Me my Self & I were did we not?}.
For general ease I think of it as “My Self”, in-deed it is the very same “Mind Narrator” which is
writing this book! However this publication reads, an “aspect of my character” will be revealed
or reflected in my words, but it is only an aspect of the “whole being” which I am. What should
also be considered is that the Reader’s interpretation of my words may be refractions.
Preconceptions will “taint” the “light”, so it be not pure and white, but coloured,
tinted and “of hue”, which may make me APPEAR, “more OR less” like you.
I like to think our “characters”, created through Nature and Nurture, are like a rotating diamond.
Depending upon the colour and angle of light shone at the diamond, combined with the
diamond’s speed and angle of rotation, are the variables which will determine those facets that
either reflect or refract the light back into its environment. I don’t think I need to elaborate on
this idea, it seems a simple concept to me and is just offered for the reader’s consideration.

Models of Belief
We can perhaps differentiate between two different sorts of models at this point, the “theological
faith based qualities” and the “scientific measure based quantities” concepts. The former
“Faith Based” models still arose from experience having value, but were ineffable, intangible,
aethereal and as such could not be objectively “measured”. From the perspective of “Science”
(or “Natural Philosophy” as it was known in ye olde times), the experiences were attempted to
be repeated and gauged in some way, hence “experimentation”.
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The Truth is Out There... or is it In Here?
I should also note here my thoughts on the word “Belief”, a maxim I mentioned to Luke which
I attempt to live by, however it IS a generalisation, and therefore can not be true...

“Trust No One, Believe Nothing, Deny Everything.”
Some Readers may recognise this phrase from the early ‘90s TV show “The X-Files”. For the
moment, I am only exploring the 2nd tenet “Believe Nothing”. Due to my failing to realise until
the age of 42, that people do not live in the “arena of debate” as I had previously thought, I
had inadvertently been “creating conflict”. One time when I thought I was debating with my
dear friend, for the first and last time, I actually experienced an animosity towards me - that
phrase about “starring daggers” comes to mind - I could FEEL an anger emanating from their
eyes towards me! It was a most unpleasant experience, and particularly confusing as they had
appeared to me to suddenly become irrational for reasons totally unclear to me. What I’ve come
to conclude may happen, is that under certain circumstances, if one holds an idea in their mind
which they “believe”, there appears an emotional or subconscious need to defend said “belief”.
Whether or not the above postulation is true, I came to think
“ALL “Beliefs” contain a Lie”
(at least if one breaks the word down thusly Be-Lie-f!). To me it does not appear that “Opinions”
have the same emotional need to be defended against, almost as if they “hold less weight”, “Have
less mass”, “lack the gravity”, which perhaps is why “Opinions” also appear easier to change
when one is countered with any “evidence to the contrary”.
For decades I had failed to recognise people’s “emotional attachments” to their arguments,
merely feeling confused when another party became irrational and angry for no apparent reason,
other than I had found a claim I could question, or perhaps thought I perceived a logical flaw
in their argument, or maybe just saw a small “hole” in their thought pattern which I could poke
a metaphorical stick into!
So when I say “I believe nothing”, the Reader can infer that I have no emotional need to defend
an argument I may be presenting, I may even be playing “devils advocate” for “entertainment
and educational purposes” (of either my self, others or both), and that I only have opinions. I
have also learned from others, that I can APPEAR to have an “emotional attachment” to a topic,
speaking with speed, fervency and raised pitch, along with my manic mannerisms when talking
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about certain subjects. This may create the illusion that I either “know what I’m talking about”
or “care if I’m disagreed with”. Whilst it is true there may be subject matter which “presses my
emotional buttons” (in the sense of some material I may have pondered over at great length
affecting my Character), IF at ANY POINT I become aware any genuine or real hostility is being
felt or generated, then my hands are up and I’m walking away. If we’re no longer “having fun”
seeking truth, then
I’m sorry, good bye, I’m out of here!
From the Gospel of Hicks:
“Quit taking life so seriously”.

When Models Collide
I don’t recall being interested in Egypt particularly until the mid 90’s when I heard about a
gentleman called “John Anthony West”. It seems to me he turned up at the Sphinx, looked at
the erosion and thought “That doesn’t look like sandblasting, that looks like water erosion”. This
hypothesis came to my attention when he’d brought in an independent geologist and professor
from Boston University named Robert M. Schoch who looked at it and said “Yup, looks like
water caused that to me”. Apparently this “Sphinx water erosion hypothesis” was proposed in the
1950’s, however Egyptologists perhaps didn’t talk to Geologists in those days.
Over a period of years I watched the debate betwixt the two parties, the Egyptologists mainly
being represented by Zahi Hawass, an Egyptian minister at the time. He appeared to me as an
extremely loud man with totally unconvincing arguments. It was interesting to watch over the
years how it seemed to become a “taboo topic” in geology which, as the “Establishment closed
ranks” meant all the academic disciplines would metaphorically chant “Nobody takes this fringe
stuff seriously”... Sounds like someone has a “belief” to defend...

Renaissance, Reformation or the Enlightenment?
I am easily confused, and these 3 different “conceptual periods” overlap in my recalled chronology.
To simplify them in my mind, I lump them together as a few hundred year period around the
16th-18th centuries... I may do too much “lumping”, but I perceive “Plans and Patterns” as being
followed over long periods of time.

Overlapping Models of Belief
Many of the early models I have come across are combinations of both Science and Faith.
Alchemy and Astrology being fascinating in and of themselves, but also as precursors to chemistry
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and astronomy. From my perspective, it is somewhat unfortunate that there was a period in our
history which I believe was called “The Enlightenment” which did not just “en-lighten” but also
“en-weightened” our collective thoughts. Alchemy for instance is most widely thought of as
the practise of attempting to turn base metals such as lead, into precious metals such as gold.
However, it is my understanding that the practitioners of this “belief system” were in essence
exploring the processes of “purification”, not only of what we perceive as “physical matter” but
also of “spirit”. I doubt there are too many people aware that Sir Isaac Newton (whose discoveries
regarding gravity and motion now form the cornerstone of our science) also studied Alchemy. In
fact he wrote over a million words on the topic (more than on any other subject) and is quoted
to have said upon his deathbed “the great ocean of truth lay undiscovered before me”.

Understanding: from “Work With” to “Control”
I referred earlier to the times when Science was considered “Natural Philosophy”, a desire
to comprehend the observable patterns and explain them in order to work in harmony with
“Nature”. But a remodelling was afoot. An idea would occur that if we could understand Nature,
we could CHANGE it... enter stage right...

Newtonian Mechanics
I have mentioned good old Isaac a couple of times now, and it is he whom I understand we
give credit to the “Mechanistic Model”, the Universe being seen as predictable, like “Clockwork”,
leaving “God” as “The Watchmaker”. Now despite my altering opinion to the “Organic Model”,
perceiving the Universe to be “An Organism not a Mechanism”, if there is a SINGLE concept
which I hold which MAY be considered a “Belief” it is that of “Fatalism” - I am a Fatalist (for
my sins), and I JUSTIFY that with Newton’s 3 Laws of Motion. In my simple mind these are:
1. Stuff does what it does unless interfered with (Law of Inertia)
2. The Equation: Force = Mass x Acceleration
3. And “everyone knows” that “For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction”.
For me I think, these perhaps crystallise in my mind the more general principle of “cause and
effect”. We observe it everywhere, it is beautifully logical, and we still use F=MxA with wonderful
accuracy... there is a “BUT” coming I’m afraid gentle-folk...
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If one recalls my mention in the “Precursors” of Richard Hoagland and his briefing to the U.N.,
he pointed out an experiment which first caused me to question our good friend Newton. I
have not carried out this experiment myself, however have cited my source! Hoagland describes
taking two tubes at a 45° angle and firing two ball bearings through them instantaneously. One
ball bearing is static whilst the other has been spun to around 3600 RPM. The rotating sphere will
rise faster, and reach higher, before falling faster, then hitting the ground at the same time as the
stationery sphere. Hoagland claimed there was no Newtonian explanation for this effect because
ALL NEWTONIAN PHYSICS IS BASED ON NON-ROTATIONAL OBJECTS.
I have since discovered that a man named Bruce DePalma performed similar experiments in
the 1970’s (whose results have obviously been dismissed, despite a number of replications from
what I can gather). In fact it may have even been known as far back as “Faraday’s Paradox” in
which Faraday himself was never completely satisfied with his explanation. It almost appears as
if the Conservation of Energy is the “Holiest of Holies” however turns out to be “Wholey Holey”!
What also interests me is that I later found Newton “did not believe” in his OWN “Theory of
Gravitation”. In this second I cannot cite a reference to his exact words, however it is really quite
a simple concept. Newton knew that his equations did not include a “time” factor, and after all
his experimentation with Light and Prisms, along with measuring the speed of sound, I believe
he had reasoned that his “Gravitational Theory” MUST “act instantaneously”. So if light takes
over 8 minutes to reach us from the sun according to the current cosmological standard model,
AND all the planetary bodies are hurtling through space at mind numbing velocities, IF “Gravity”
were restricted to the speed of light then our planet would be heading to where the sun WAS
eight or so minutes ago, therefore we would cease being in orbit!!!
Whether I am right in my recollection that Newton “knew his theory to be flawed”, or whether
my conjecture that “gravity” is NOT limited to the speed of light, I know not as I have done no
“Experiment”... In that way, I could be considered like Einstein!!! In fact to quote Einstein “I am
no Einstein!”
I’m not sure I am ready to raise the subject of “Einstein” at this moment in time, however it does
allow us to differentiate once more between models.
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Theorist versus Experimentalist
I don’t know who coined the term “Theoretical Physicist”, but it does a huge disservice in
my mind to “Physicists”. By definition, Physics is about the “Physical”, a “thought experiment”
has no relevance to the physical and should not tarnish those who perform “actual” physical
experiments which they can perform some sort of measurement upon. Sir Isaac Newton was an
Experimentalist who arrived at a “Theory” in an attempt to explain verbally that which he could
describe mathematically. I think for the moment I will leave the last word on Einstein to Nikola
Tesla:
“Einstein’s relativity work is a magnificent mathematical garb which fascinates,
dazzles and makes people blind to the underlying errors. The theory is like a
beggar clothed in purple whom ignorant people take for a king... its exponents
are brilliant men but they are metaphysicists rather than scientists.”
New York Times (11 July 1935), p. 23, c.8

Math-Magic
But back to the historical character Isaac Newton, and my having his 3 Laws of Motion drilled
into us in secondary school. I’ve always remembered our teacher telling us that 10 meters per
second per second gives a reasonably accurate result, however we should use 9.8m/s2. It is
difficult to discard “Math” when it appears to work so well! In fact I remember writing in the late
1990’s
“The only thing which can be considered “real” by definition, is something
which appears the Same to All Observers at Any Point in Time. As we live
in an ever evolving and revolving continually changing universe there is little
which fulfils this criteria, apart from mathematics. Maths is as close to “black
and white” as we can get.”
I no longer think this statement as accurate as I did when I wrote the above lines decades
ago! Mathematics seemed to change, at least from my perspective. I cannot say exactly “what
happened when” (It wasn’t me, I wasn’t there and I don’t care), but when we worked with
ratios and angles and old fashioned numbers, I could perceive some sort of sense, despite not
necessarily understanding the concept or being able to calculate it. I’m not averse to variables
and symbolism (in fact I stated Newton’s 2nd Law earlier as an equation), however with the
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advent of our MOST ACCURATE MODEL of reality (which gives us ALL our technology through
it’s calculations), “Quantum Physics” showed mathematics to be incomprehensibly MORE
COLOURFUL than “Black and White” has any right to be! If there is any more than one beautifully
constructed “mathematical proof” of “string theory”, then I would ask “What is actually being
proven here?”. I vaguely recall a Horizon documentary on the BBC which claimed we were up
to around 10 “mathematically perfect string theories”.

Discovered or Invented?
I don’t know how long it took me before concluding an answer, however I do remember driving
home one night and thinking “Did we invent numbers or did we discover their existence?”. I have
a feeling it may have been years before I realised that what DOES exist are “ratio’s”. I think it
was Plato who said “All that exists in this universe are things and relationships”. It struck me that
the relationship between the diameter of a circle and it’s circumference existed whether
we attempted to measure it or not. Man may invent the symbols and names for these forms and
functions, but the ratios exist regardless of the presence of Man.
Whilst attempting to research some of the concepts I wish to convey, I discovered this riddle is
not solved in everyone else’s mind, in fact there are 3 schools of thought:
1. The Platonists who believe numbers exist as objects
2. The Nominalists who believe numbers don’t exist but describe things which do exist
3. The Fictionalists who believe numbers don’t exist at all!
Again, I’ve probably over simplified this for my own benefit, and find using these models that I
may be “Nominally Platonic” so to speak, numbers can be a descriptive language, but they exist
in the fabric somehow, in “form”, although not tangible to us. I also think mathematics has most
definitely become “Fiction” in some areas... Small versus Large Infinities?!? I’m not even going to
ATTEMPT to engage with such an absurd question, it’s known to have driven men mad!!!

Astrology, Numbers and Digital Roots
Firstly, I interpret the word “Astrology” to literally be “the study of stars”. I place NO negative
overtone on the word, or infer it as being “backward” in any way (as arrogant astronomers I
have at times heard so do), for the early Astrological Models had, I have discovered, a wondrous
complexity of pattern and meaning woven into them.
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Perhaps Astrologers did not use the “Math” we may think of today, with all it’s differential
and quadratic equations, but good old fashioned addition and division (along of course with
their opposites and counterparts). The “measuring” which was occurring though (and therefore
the “science” in my book) was not of a linear fashion, but circular. One may well be able to
successfully argue that “Geometry” was the child of “Astrology”, delivered via the works of
Euclid. Of course this cannot be acknowledged in our modern day society, so Euclid’s knowledge
of astrology represented mathematically may be now known as “Spherical astronomy”.
</ Yes I know “Spherical Astronomy” is more words Winston, but we’re trying to override conceptual thought here, for Gods sake pay attention man!>

I indicated earlier my arbitrary deadline based on AN “Astrological Model”, but there are many. The
one in my mind is perhaps the most simplistic, a circle divided in half horizontally and vertically
creating 4 quarters which are subdivided into 3 equal sections. Whilst drawing this some years
ago, writing in the angles and signs, something occurred to me. If one looks at the image on page
43, one sees the standard circle with its associated degrees. So far so straightforward! There is a
concept which was once thought of as nonsense, “Numerology”, which takes numbers and adds
them together until one arrives at a “single integer”. There ARE only nine single digit numbers
(zero is not a number!), and as it transpires, in computer science there is a concept known as
a “Digital Root”, which to all intents and purposes appears the same thing as numerology. I
mean no offence to those who practice Gematria (which is of Assyro-Babylonian-Greek origin
according to Wikipedia) who would perhaps claim so much more complexity than I present
here, but as I must keep reiterating, I am a simple man of simple mind.
So with the knowledge that “Digital Roots” were at least recognised by science in some fashion,
what occurred to me did not seem “off the scale”. I noticed something which I considered odd
about the angles marked out in the zodiacal circle. From 0° on the horizontal to 90° on the
vertical (one quarter) the digital root was 9, the next quarter 180°, 8+1=9, next quarter 270°,
that’s a 9 too, and finally back to the start, 360°, another 9. I then thought about how despite the
quarter being split into thirds, half of 90° is 45°... Can you see why this appeared odd to me? Am
I not seeing a pattern here, even if I can’t quite make out the picture???
A gentleman named Marko Rodin did a presentation on his number theory of these digital roots
which I found most captivating! If one looks at the circle which I was contemplating, one can
see the horizontal division between “above & below” whilst the vertical divides “left from right”. I
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thought of the horizontal as a “plane” separating light from dark, whilst the vertical represented a
cycle of waxing and waning, growth and decay, cyclical motion. Whilst my circle was “quartered
and thirded” creating 12 equally spaced points on the circumference, Marko Rodin divided his
circle into NINE equally spaced points, as in the illustration below.
This new circle (at least new to me, and by the sounds of it to Marko when
he discovered it), produced some incredible symmetry and properties
which still baffle me. I could never do justice to Marko’s observations,
discoveries, theories or inventions, and merely wish to touch on this
briefly as
“I know it means something, I just don’t know what”!

Nature’s Numerical Patterns
Nature unfolds in patterns which we can describe with math. For example “The doubling pattern”
(as followed by cellular division). The description of how a fertilised egg divides into 2, then
4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and so forth until a creature is birthed is probably relatively well known in our
culture. Those with knowledge of computers will know that computer memory works in the
same multiples, however what Mr. Rodin discovered is that if one reduces the doubling pattern
to its digital root, then a single series of 6 numbers repeats itself ad-infinitum. Here’s the starting
few...

The above graphic should demonstrate the pattern adequately one would hope. It appears a
whole “science” has evolved around Marko’s philosophies, of which I can barely comprehend.
What did occur to me though was that the “Doubling Pattern” was ALMOST a metaphor for
“Chaos Theory”... I know that may sound counter intuitive, but bear with me on this. Another of
natures “patterns of unfolding” is known as the Fibonacci series. This sequence DOES equate to
what I consider “Chaos Theory” to be, in my simplistic view of course...
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Does Chaos Theory Equate to Randomness?
Nope, next question! Sorry, too flippant? I’m still living in Newton’s Clockwork Universe, I can’t
separate cause from effect, therefore “random” cannot exist. I interpret Chaos Theory to be
the implication that there are too many variables to calculate in order to predict an outcome,
therefore the outcome cannot be known until the calculation is performed. For example, the
previously mentioned Fibonacci sequence of numbers is based on a simple “feedback loop”.
If I imagine I am a number, I look back at what I used to be, I then look at what I am now, and
by adding my past to my present I predict (or create) my future. By example, if I am 1, I look
back and see I was nothing, I look where I am now and see 1 so I add 0 to 1 and see my next
step as 1. I look back again and see I was 1, now I see I am also 1, so now my next step is 2.
2 looks back and sees 1, looks at now and sees 2, adds to become 3, 3+2=5, 5+3=8, 8+5=13,
13+8=21 ad infinitum. This simple algorithm means one can calculate the 147th million, 369th
thousand, and 1 hundred and 23rd iteration, to find out what the Fibonacci number would be
at that point, but without performing the calculation it is impossible to predict what that
number will turn out to be.
I’m sure the above paragraph is flawed in more ways than one, but I use it to illustrate that
there is an “underlying pattern” to the Fibonacci sequence, just as there was an underlying
pattern when one “doubles” (or halves using decimals), however this pattern turned out to be
far more weird and wonderful than I imagined, and I STILL don’t know what it MEANS, but it
DEFINITELY shows cycles! I spent many many hours a few Christmases back pondering the
“Fib of Nacci” (intended to be humorous), drawing out the circular pattern the numbers made,
moving clockwise then counter-clockwise, and I could see for my Self the underlying pattern in
front of me...
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I came across something I’d started and quickly forgotten about from 2010, I hadn’t realised I’d
had this whole “numbers thing” going around my mind for so long!

The Dyslexic Scribe Model
One of the few jokes I can remember is about the Monastery whose monks have taken a vow
of silence, and spend their lives making copies of their Holy Book. Suddenly after decades, a
scream can be heard from the depths of their library’s basement, and hurried footsteps head
up the stairs. Entering the main room, panting and out of breath, the monastic scribe shakes a
script in his hand and shouts
“Hasn’t ANYBODY ever looked at the ORIGINAL???
IT SAYS CELEBRATE NOT CELIBATE!!!”
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With this in mind, I wondered whether at some moment in history, our thoughts were shifted
90° when some dyslexic scribe accidently wrote “Angels” instead of “Angles”, and sadly the
symbolism became awfully confusing?!?

A Jungian Model of Synchronicity
By holding a “Fatalistic Belief” as mentioned earlier, and by denying the concept of “random”
actually existing in this physical realm, it follows that “coincidence” cannot exist either (at least
not in the way I interpret it being used in everyday speech). Obviously we are able to observe
things which coincide either spatially or in time (“incidences coming together”), but their literal
coinciding can NOT be “chance” or for “lack of cause”. At some point in the 90’s I’d discovered
Carl Jung and his theories on the “Collective Unconscious”, describing events which seemed
“acausal” to be actually causal on an unknown level, therefore he used the word “synchronicity”
to describe “coincidences”... or if he didn’t, I do!

How Models Change
I would say that my “Default Setting” was “In the Spirit of Socrates” for whatever
reasons, and I would add that the “Socratic model” applied to the “seeking of truth”
is intrinsically, healthily designed to “evolve or die”, whilst a “Dogmatic model”
clings to it’s lies until it is kicked to death! What’s the old joke? “I’m sorry my Karma
ran over your Dogma” </chuckle>
My interpretation of Socratic Logic (over simplified as it may be) is:
1. Propose a theory based upon observation, experience or idea.
2. Seek a SINGLE piece of evidence which contradicts proposed theory.
3. When found, reassess or discard original theory and go back to 1.
I was taught at school that “one can never prove a theory to be true, only that it is false”. This
implies to me that the “Socratic School of Thought” (which is I believe described as “negative
reasoning”) is the most effective and profound method of “seeking truth”.
In contrast, the “Dogmatic Model” could be thought of as “How Belief’s Function”. If
one wholeheartedly subscribes to ANY “model” (be it fundamental religion or
fundamental science), then one may find themselves trying to defend a “belief”
unreasonably and irrationally, simply because they have (what they perceive to be)
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a “mountain of evidence” supporting their hypothesis, and so a single piece of contradictory
evidence “MUST” be “wrong”...
</Dream sighs, with his exhalation a house of cards falls>

I believe it is this secondary, dogmatic line of thought, which has led us into a universe which
consists of approximately 96% Dark Energy and Dark Matter, which by definition cannot be
perceived, detected or measured, and yet STILL “claims” to be “science”...
S#!T ONLY 4% OF REALITY IS REAL!?!
</These are FACTS WINSTON, don’t forget 2+2=5>
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Interlude
I would like to add a little more context to colour my thought processes (given that I now accept
“Autism” is in actuality a neurological difference generating an altered “cognitive state”). Decades
before my diagnosis, I had already come to accept that I was “a negative being”. In no way do
I think of this as being “bad”, on the contrary, I see my “negativity” as a “positive attribute” in
society. I tend to think of this merely as a necessary polarity of “a positive being”. I mean, how
many of us look at a battery and think it has “a good end and bad end” ??? We don’t look at a
compass and think of North as the “good” direction and South as the “bad” do we?... well I sort
of do, but that would be a tangent!
The point is: “Know Thy Self” (to cite a “Delphic maxim”), and “To thine own self
be true” (to quote Shakespeare)... another brief aside, I thought these were from a
“Biblical Model”, however having to check the accuracy of these words, I found my
recollections to be wrong... again!!!
I describe my Father as being “A Man of Many Maxims”, having a “Quote, Anecdote or Allegory for
Any Occasion”. This may be a “trait” which I have inherited or had environmentally conditioned
into me to some degree, meaning I may create the illusion of comprehension, insight or
understanding - inadvertently of course! Do I have opinions? Obviously, I’m writing a book!!! But
do I BELIEVE any current “opinion” which I hold? NOT A CHANCE. I don’t even claim to “own
my thoughts”, which is perfectly reasonable if one accepts “current theory” (pun intended!). I will
get back to that statement later, so for now let us arc off back into the Scientific Arena...

James Clark Maxwell
Maxwell was misunderstood in my opinion. The “Law” attributed to Faraday was apparently
penned by Maxwell, whilst “Maxwell’s Equations” were actually the work of Heaviside and
Gibbs. Heaviside was instrumental in putting Maxwell’s theories into practical use with the
Telegraph. I am told old J.C. Wrote about 20 equations to create a FULL “Unified Field Theory”,
however due to their complexity, Heaviside reduced them to 4. Much easier to work with, but
sacrificing exactly what for this simplified “understanding”? - The loss of a “whole model” to gain
only a “partial model”.

Einstein’s Relativity Models
I’m kind of dreading this section, the “Cult of Einstein” contains some scary dudes! My first
problem (before I get into any “research”) is that the theory of special relativity appears to me
to boil down to:
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“The laws of physics are the same in all inertial frames,
and the speed of light is the same for all observers”.
Do you remember how I mentioned earlier that Newtonian Mechanics was based on “nonrotational objects”? Well it turns out Einstein noticed this problem too, so he got around it by
“attaching himself to the axle”. So if one is looking at the wheel but is attached to the axle, the
wheel is stationary... yeah, works as a nice little bedtime story as a “juggler on a train” anecdote,
but it looks to me like you’ve just thrown out the fukin’ creative and structural force of Nature!?!
Sorry, my Self is inflating with a frustrated “egoic button” being pressed!
The SECOND problem I have before doing ANY research to corroborate this, is that it is my
understanding, Einstein’s paper on “General Relativity” was 3 pages long and DEMANDED
an “Ether” concept. This is incompatible with his “Special Theory” which dismisses the Ether
because “nothing can exceed the speed of light” therefore we must get rid of “spooky action at a
distance” (that whole Newtonian “Gravity is instantaneous” observation).

Absence of Evidence is NOT Evidence of Absence!!!
The Michelson–Morley experiment I find MOST irritating...
“Hey Dream, you know the Æther was proven not to exist way back in 1887?”...
</Dream sighs deeply>

No, I do NOT “know” that. What I know is that the Michelson–Morley experiment FAILED TO
FIND EVIDENCE SUPPORTING THE CURRENT THEORY OF THE DAY. And what æther were
they looking for pray tell? Ohhh yes, a “static” ether, of course... is there ANYTHING in this
universe which we know, or even think “does not move” ??? Sorry, that was rhetorical, and if your
thought was “Yes”, then it may perhaps be that you are not looking at a large enough scale of
time, as even rocks erode and decay, stars are born, live then die... THE ONLY CONSTANT IS
CHANGE!

Models of Time.
I have heard it is said that “Time is an abstract concept created by man”, which I can accept
as “true”. Mankind created calendars and clocks to measure this “abstract concept”, but as
it appears unreasonable to try and measure the “abstract” (intangible, ineffable and aetherial
ideas), we chose to base it upon the observable, predictable MOTIONS of the sun and moon
mainly. Therefore I believe we can say with relative safety that “Time IS motion”. So where is
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this “motion” taking place? Erm... in space? Yes, I think so. But can we say “Time IS space”?
Erm... no? I concur, and I don’t need to see how successful your mathematical predictions
are if your theory does not conform with observable reality or logic... Why am I thinking
“the processing rate of the human eye is about 24 frames per second, however if I
were looking at a broken watch with only a frame rate of 2 frames per 24 hours, I
may conclude that the watch keeps perfect time” !?!
Our current model of time, despite being cyclical in measurement, appears expounded as linear
in nature. We may consider our memories of the past or plans for the future as “real” (using our
original definition), but neither of these are “Physical”, we have “Now” around us constantly,
that is All.
“The Past is History, the Future a Mystery and Today is a Gift,
that is why it is called the Present”.
</OY Eckhart, It’s the “Power of No” not “Power of Now”, the W is silent dude!>

There’s No Point, It’s Just Fields...
Rupert Sheldrake’s wonderful work comes to mind, a man whom I hold in high regard for
pursuing Science in the SPIRIT in which it was intended (unlike his contemporary and perhaps
adversary, Richard “Dick” Dawkins and his retarded Dawkinites!)... What, I can’t say Dawkinites?
Oh, I CAN call his disciples Dawkinites, I just can’t say they’re retarded... What about backward?
Ohhh FFS... what about
“Inhibited, hindered, hampered, obstructed, impeded, restrained and restricted
minds, incapable of independent, analytical, open, honest, conjecture whilst trying
to generate a spark of thought by rubbing their two brain cells together”...
Can I say that?!? Well it’s said now, moving on...
</WINSTON! What do you mean “Kettle, pot, black”??? >

Dr. Sheldrake I first came across with his theory of “Morphic Resonance”, and in recent times
after he wrote “The Science Delusion” as a somewhat belated response to Dawkins “The God
Delusion” decades earlier. I have read neither of these books, however have seen both gentlemen
speak many many times through the “digital aetheric mediums” (yep, I mean YouTube on the
whole these days).
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I bet a pound to a penny that Rupert Sheldrake’s research (which he no doubt did for his book
“The Science Delusion”) is faaar greater than I have either the ability or inclination to do! And, as I
give an “element of trust” to this gentleman, for the sake of argument I will accept the statements
I have heard him speak as “Being True”. In what has been described on YouTube as a “Banned
Ted Talk” (which it wasn’t technically due to it being a “Ted-X Talk” and not being “banned”
either), he describes with adorable humour and humility his investigation into the “Fundamental
Constants” of Light and Gravity… turns out these so called “Constants” might be a little more
variable than the term “constant” implies, in our experiential reality… But don’t worry folks, we
redefined the yardstick for light so it won’t happen again!
</NO WINSTON! Light is a Constant, so if it appears to change we alter the length
of our ruler, IT’S SIMPLE!>

I’m Sorry, I Was Wrong...
What I think I am trying to “give context to”, is that my father taught me “It takes a man to admit
he’s wrong”. I have always (in adulthood) been happy to “hold my hands up” and admit “Sorry,
I was wrong” if ever provided proof to the contrary of any claim I may have made.
In fact as a point of note, I MAY “hold my hands up” and admit “Sorry, I was
wrong” EVEN IF I AM RIGHT if I perceive this as “avoiding conflict”. It occurs to
me now that this is potentially a dangerous path under certain conditions, however
I know myself to have “reacted” in this way before, which therefore is a potential
vulnerability I had not considered.
Science (from my perspective) went “all religious” in the previous century, for reasons I know
not, becoming more and more invested in “theories” which have become “dogmas”. Waaaay
back in the 1970’s when I was growing up, there were no end of programmes on the BBC
warning of an impending Ice Age due to arrive on this planet. At the same time, Neanderthals
were considered a direct descendent of we current “Homo Sapiens”… Unfortunately, by the late
80’s or 90’s, the coming “ice age” had gone and we were now posed with “man made global
warming”, and Neanderthals turned out to be NOT our ancestors, but a parallel hominid which
had “died out” due to a “different cognitive process” so I heard...
In addition, by the 90’s we were starting to perform experiments to ascertain the accuracy of the
“Big Bang Theory”. Thanks to our “genius” buddy Einstein (who when asked what it was like
to be the most intelligent man alive replied “I don’t know, you’d have to ask Tesla” ), we have
this collective idea that the universe began with a HUGE “explosion” from “nothing”. So the
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experiments were based on our OBSERVABLE “laws of thermodynamics”, meaning if you have
a heat source, the further one gets from the source, the cooler one will feel. And if that source
is an explosion, the release of energy will slow and cool over time as it travels through space.
SO, what do you think they found when they tried to measure the deceleration of the original
explosion we call the Big Bang? Or for an idiot such as my Self, how much slower are we now
going considering the supposed “cosmic background radiation” is virtually homogenous and
only a few degrees above absolute zero? Damn if it didn’t turn out it APPEARS the universe
is actually ACCELERATING in it’s expansion!!! I recently heard a very humorous “4th Law of
Thermodynamics” which was “Don’t fuck with the first three!!!”.

The 3 Laws of Thermodynamics
These are extremely interesting, because “Thermodynamics” is talking about how heat works,
and this we can observe and measure in the hopes of understanding. What we observe is that
“Hot always gets colder”, a “direction of travel” if you will. We also note that the “Heat” which is
“Lost” is actually transferred to it’s environment, dispersing and diminishing as it spreads until a
“uniformity” is reached. Putting the oven on in the kitchen burns gas, produces heat, and raises
the “room temperature”. The oven was turned on which introduced “new heat” to the room...
Please forgive me if I’m attempting to synthesise my thoughts into digestible metaphors and
appear to be “dumbing them down”. I’m really not, these are my thoughts explaining it to my
Self as I’m thinking them, almost out loud!
1. The first law, also known as Law of Conservation of Energy, states that energy cannot be created

or destroyed in an isolated system.
2. The second law of thermodynamics states that the entropy of any isolated system always increases.

3. The third law of thermodynamics states that the entropy of a system approaches a constant value
as the temperature approaches absolute zero.

So, if you are a “Scientist”, you MUST obey these “Laws”, they’re “Facts”. What do you think
a Scientist studying Cosmology would perhaps do, if for example their model predicted
a deceleration from the supposed “Big Bang”, but experimentation showed an acceleration?
EXACTLY, a scientist would invoke magic and mystery, inventing a substance abhorrent to
science (being undetectable and immeasurable) and call it “dark energy”… actually if I recall
correctly, the “Standard Cosmological Model” had already created the magical and mysterious
“Dark Matter” to account for the observable patterns of rotation of galaxies, as “mass” (by their
definition) could not account for the observed behaviour strictly due to Gravity… grrrr… “Big
G”, what a Con… in fact why in English do we have A, B, C, D, E whilst the Greeks had Alpha,
Beta, Gamma, Delta, Epsilon… Do You C G?!? Sorry, another tangent…
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Climate Models
Point being, from my perspective, in my lifetime, we’ve evolved from an imminent “ice age” in
the 70’s, to “man made global warming”, which was then called “global warming”. It was then
amended again to “climate change”, perhaps due to a decade of data failing to show the fearful
rises predicted (but apparently I’m “not seeing the overall trend” ). So now I find I can be accused
of being a “climate change denier” which I am NOT! IF I KNOW ONE THING, to reiterate,
THE ONLY CONSTANT IS CHANGE & CHANGE IS THE ONLY CONSTANT!!!
The Climate changes all the time, labelled as either “Nature”, “Time” or “Movement”, HOWEVER,
a natural change is now culturally linked to a concept of “man made global warming”, but it can’t
be called that because that is not what the EVIDENCE suggests, but it IS the “preferred narrative
of the day”. I say that because I remember soooo many people citing Al Gore’s “Inconvenient
Truth” as “evidence” which perturbed me muchly! Especially AFTER the BBC reported in October
2007 of COURT FINDINGS:
“Gore climate film’s nine ‘errors’ - Al Gore’s film was sent to schools in England,
Wales and Scotland. A High Court judge who ruled on whether climate change film
“An Inconvenient Truth” could be shown in schools said it contains nine scientific
‘errors’. ”
The BBC also reported in May 2010 that between one to four percent of people it
could be said “Neanderthal genes ‘survive in us’ ”… so they’re not now considered
part of our direct lineage, however appeared close enough to copulate with which
produced offspring.
But back to the “Dark Matter & Dark Energy” - if you need to add around 96% mass or energy
(same stuff according to our deluded friend Einstein) to your observational measurements to
make your model work, isn’t it time you reconsider the premises, foundations and building
blocks of your model??? Is it not obviously apparent to the Reader that if one is looking for an
“energy in the vacuum” required by Quantum Theory, if one wishes to “fudge the numbers” as
appears to be the case, stick your Æther back in to the equation and get rid of your nonsensical
conjurings of “dark, invisible immeasurable forces and phenomena”. Einstein’s “Special Theory
of Relativity” has been demonstrably proven wrong a number of times now according to those
folk experimenting with sending photons or electrons in different directions... I should probably
google this for “facts”... But without doing that, I REMEMBER news reports relatively recently
about the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
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Einstein used the term “Spooky action at a distance” to refer to quantum mechanics
describing the curious behaviour of the smallest particles of matter and light.
Referring specifically to entanglement, the idea that two physically separated
particles can have correlated properties, with values that are uncertain until they are
measured. Einstein was dubious, and until now, researchers have been unable to
support it with near-total confidence.
And again I find my Self confused, the model I have in my mind seems so much simpler...

Education versus Indoctrination
I was talking to a friend’s child in the 90’s about what he’d been taught
at school that day. My brain is failing to recollect the details which
seeded the thought: “Instead of teaching children what we ‘believe to
be true’ as ‘Being True’, instead teach them about where the flaws were
in our current models”. I would have thought this line of “education”
would facilitate in hastening improved, refined and more accurate
models. This is contrary to our present “Indoctrination system” of
“remember, regurgitate then repeat”. Just a thought...

It’s ALL “Talk”... or maybe it’s spelt “Torque”...
It depends upon how one “Spins” it...
I had a weird and wonderful revelation last night, whilst spinning magnets around in my hands,
imagining an image of a spinning gyroscope, whilst thinking of the biblical concept of tithing!
I know it’s not a “new thought”, but “What would God need money for???” And I remembered
making a joke about “It’s All Talk - but some spell it Torque” when the truth within my jest
appeared to reveal itself... SPIN!!!

An Imaginary Friend
For the sake of “legality”, let us imagine, hypothetically, a man in the 1990’s experiencing an
in-depth conversation with a friend under the influence of Lysergic acid diethylamide 25 or
perhaps psilocybin, and suddenly imagining that what was viewed two dimensionally on an
oscilloscope as a “wave” was in reality a 3 dimensional spiral squashed down onto the flat
screen. I don’t know why this was not proposed to me in the explanation of “wave theory”
with the three measurements of a wave being Amplitude, wavelength and frequency, whilst the
definition or equation of wave speed being: wave speed (metres per second) = frequency (hertz)
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x wavelength (metre). Neither of these notions take into account that, that which we PERCEIVE
as “oscillation” MAY in fact be “rotation”...
It is rumoured that Francis Crick of “Watson & Crick” fame for discovering the DNA spiral,
claimed he too was “on acid” when he saw how the spiral worked. And again in the depths
of my memory, I recall another scientist stating “Had I not been on LSD, I would not have been
allowed to sit upon the protein and watch it’s synthesis”...
...damn dude, you’ve just spent over an hour and a half trying to google that, and
the best you can come up with is that it MIGHT have been Max Perutz? We’re on a
deadline here, we’re working to the “12 Holy-Nights Model” (which luckily gives us
18 days!) </chuckle>
But back to the SPIN, for that is the question! From whence doth the Electrons “intrinsic angular
momentum” derive?

A Tangent - My “Family Name”
I was gifted the “Family Name” or “Surname” (which sounds like “Sir Name” ) of “Etherton”.
It transpired that this was of Anglo-Saxon origin and stemmed from “Atherton” originally (or so
we were told). I had not noticed prior to my NOUICOR that choosing the name “Dream” was
very much of the “Ætheric”, and I could not help but ponder whether “Ether” (or “Æther”) could
perhaps be linked to my given surname, “Ether of the Ton” (Ton meaning town or village).
Perhaps it is with this predisposition and these (ir)rational thoughts which lead me to believe
the “Æther” exists - I’m “an aspiring Taoist for god’s sake”, is it likely a fish knows what water
is until it is removed from the medium by a fisherman? We can find an old box which we open
and think “oh, it’s empty”, yet on another level I think most would agree the box at the very least
contains air? I don’t understand why if it is accepted that “Nature abhors a vacuum”, we should
have any expectation of an actual vacuum even existing?!?

Do Vacuum’s Exist?
Not in this Universe I don’t think, and by definition there can be only ONE “UNI” verse (song).
So what is “Space” ??? In this ridiculous inebriated state, it comes to mind that space is merely the
medium required for apparent stuff to move in, and considering “wave theory math” works better
than anything which claims to be “particulate”, why would we bother to consider particles exist
at all... That would probably be because of our experiences would it not? When I bang my shin
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on the corner of the settee I don’t think “constructive interference pattern from standing waves”,
I think “THAT HURT!”. My experience was that of a “thing” colliding with another “thing”, but
is that what happened? Unlikely if one accepts wave theory as “most accurate”. Perhaps one
could think of a “thing” as a “standing wave” ? There is not an object known to man which has
no “wavelength”, so is it not reasonable to think that any perception of “solidity” is nought more
than standing waves colliding at an angle?
Note to Self: Intoxication is apparent – review in edit of draft!

What is the Placebo effect and why is it dismissed?
I have no answer as to WHY it is “dismissed” by Doctors and “Medical Science” OR it’s mechanism
of effect! What I can say is “Belief has a measurable effect of approximately 15% sway from the
norm in both positive and negative directions”. I remember whilst living at home (my parents
house) watching a documentary of a scientific experiment on “Prayer”. From recollection, the
study took a number of people from various “Faiths” such as Christian, Buddhist, Hindu etc.
and had them “pray” for bacteria in a petri dish. They also had a control group who sat with
the bacteria but did not pray or even think about the bacteria. What they discovered was that
compared to normal bacterial growth there was a 15% improvement in the bacteria which were
prayed for. Apparently the Buddhist prayer was slightly more effective being only “wishing what
was best for the bacteria”. It was also discovered that one could consider a “dark side” to this, as
praying for the death of the bacteria also was said to produce a measurable swing of about 15%.
The ONLY thing one had to do was “pray”, the control group who spent time with the bacteria
had no effect at all, so INTENT appeared to play a major role.
I find it more than noteworthy that what was labelled as “Prayer” produced the same sort
of statistical variance as the “Placebo Effect”. And since I’m also recalling “scientific studies”
done demonstrating the placebo effect in animals, one must consider whether the role of the
experimenter is in effect producing this 15% statistical deviation?
To me, one should not simply dismiss that which one does not understand, and it would appear
to me that, at least in the field of medicine, this is exactly what is being done in this instance.

Entropic Decay
I won’t deny the concept of “entropy” (it appears more observable to me as I age!), however
in my gut I feel conflict between those “Thermodynamics Laws” and Newton. Wasn’t “for every
action there is an equal an opposite reaction” the one “Law” EVERYONE remembered? But
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Where’s the “opposite” to “everything falls apart” ? Thermodynamics is like a diode, unidirectional,
where’s the “Creative & Constructive” polarity to “Entropy & Decay” ? An Acorn contains ALL the
information and POTENTIAL to become a great Oak tree, it’s not all doom and gloom!
It may actually be “secretly well known” of those “written in stone” laws of thermodynamics, there
is at least one minor problem... described as “Faraday’s Paradox”. I believe Bruce DePalma was
following this particular line of investigation.

Don’t go there... Seriously... Don’t say it... Flat Earth...
One of the problems of defining one’s role as “questioner”, is that without provisos or caveats,
one has to be open to question anything and everything, even if it initially appears insane to do
so. This happened to me recently when I discovered that a year or so ago a new “conspiratorial
model” had been propagated through the Inter-web at what appears to me as having spread at
viral like speed. Apparently, we were being lied to, the Earth was in fact a round, flat, stationary
disc with the North Pole at the centre and the South Pole being the circumference of the
Earth...
So here is my INITIAL problem. I know for a fact that NASA have “faked” SOME footage. The
easiest case to cite is the footage I believe was accidentally released to the BBC by NASA which
clearly demonstrates “staging” and is time and date stamped supposedly when Apollo 11 was
half way to the moon. Therefore, is it not reasonable to think “If I know for sure a source has lied
once, I must dismiss ALL of the evidence from that source” ? Well whether you agree with me or
not, that is what I felt I had to do.
If one is dismissing EVERYTHING from said “Space Agency”, suddenly one finds there really DO
APPEAR to be problems with the “Globe Earth” theory. For instance, Scientists (such as Neil DeGrasse Tyson) claim that the Earth is not a perfect sphere, due to it’s spin the centrifugal force
creates a bulge at the equator. In fact I heard the man say it was actually more “pear shaped”,
but those pictures from space show a beautiful round marble... but we’re dismissing that source.
But there was that balloon which went up to the edge of space and a guy jumped out and you
could see the Earth’s curve, I remember it... only when I googled the footage did I see the point
made by the FlatEarthers was valid, the lens which was used was a “fisheye” lens which distorts
the edge into a circle! A second camera angle from inside the balloon showed no such curvature.
From my days spent with a 700 quid single lens reflex camera, 35mm is the standard lens size
for “landscape”, however it will distort the image. Anything less than around a 70mm “Portrait”
lens will distort the image to fit more than the eye sees “size for size”.
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Another problem I quickly found was that I LIKED the “Flat Earth
Model”, there appear to have been many over the millennia, one
of the later ones I recall was from around 1892, “Gleason’s New
Standard Map of the World” which claimed to be “As It Is” and that
it was “Scientifically and Practically Correct”. Having been recently
messing with Faraday’s homopolar motor and thinking about planes
and 90° angles, I was quite liking the idea of a stationary Earth on a
single plane, with a magnetic field and charge creating the motion
we perceive.
NO MOTHER, I DID NOT EVER BELIEVE THE EARTH WAS FLAT!!!
There were numerous questions posed by these people, some easy
to answer such as
“If Venus and Mercury are closer to the sun than the earth,
how come you can see them during the night sometimes?”.
Erm... that would be trigonometry, do the math, it both describes and explains why Venus is
referred to as “the Morning Star”. Some on the other hand still seem peculiar, such as “ships
vanishing over the horizon” which I THOUGHT was due to the Earths curvature, and yet with
a telescope they reappear. This though I put down to my misapprehension, misconception and
misunderstanding of “perspective” and “the vanishing point”, as when the “Lines of Longitude”
were pointed out in one video (which on a flat earth increased the length of a measurable car
drive in Australia by 2.4 times) I felt incredibly stupid for even questioning whether the Earth
was actually nice and flat, however I HAD to “Question”!!!
N.B. If it is revealed one day we are actually living in a snow-globe astride the back of a giant
turtle, I cannot say it would be a total surprise to me!
This is part of the problem I currently perceive in the “Post-Truth” world, my Mother said to me
“Donald Trump believes the Earth is Flat” to which I replied “No he doesn’t!!!”. Only AFTER I
contradicted her did I try to find out whether what she had heard on Radio 4 was “true”. It did
not take long for me to discover that back in April 2016 a fake CNN web page had been created,
for what I assume to be “a joke”. It’s so obviously and demonstrably false, and yet 6 months later
it’s being recycled as “news” and “truth” ?!?
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Search for Meaning
One of the ways I have described my Self in the past is as “A Student of Synchronicity”. Perhaps
instigated by a sequence of events following my dads death. The story needs to be prefaced with
one point - because the Earth is the 3rd planet from the Sun after Mercury and Venus, it has been
referred to as the “Third Rock from the Sun”, in fact as Reader, one may well have seen the
comedy programme with the same name. With that said, onto the story...
As a child, I remember my father having an acute fascination with the whole space race/
astronomy/”what’s out there” package. Dad was building me Airfix “Saturn 5 Rocket” kits,
preaching from the “Book of NASA”, even telling me my first sentence was “One small step for
man, one giant leap for mankind” (which I think I believed for a while before either figuring
out it couldn’t be true or being told by Mother my first REAL sentence was “Big bus” !). Dad’s
fascination wasn’t solely driven by curiosity, but also by awe at Mankind’s accomplishment.

EarthRise

Dad’s desire to discover more about our “place in space”, and to inspire his
offspring into being “achievers”, became a constant reminder from the age
of 8 until I left home. This was due to a poster of the view from Apollo 8 as
it returned from the dark side of the Moon entitled “Earthrise” with a “Clint
Eastwood” style quote from T.S. Elliot saying
“Only those who risk going too far can possibly know how far
they can go”.

Unfortunately the whole “inspirational deal” didn’t have the desired or
expected effect, as I like to class myself as a “thinker not a doer”, whilst Dad’s
perception was just that I was “bone bloody idle” ! However, his love for the
subject matter DID rub off on me enormously. I’ve watched many a programme detailing NASA’s
History with all the film footage taken, it IS awe inspiring seeing what we CAN apparently do...
sadly it’s also awesome and perhaps a little frightening to discover the deceits and lies we have
been told since 1969, in what can only be called a conspiracy, to hide an “Ocean like Truth”, the
depths of which we can only imagine... but that’s another story!
The Order of Service Hymn Sheets we handed out at his funeral ten days after his death carried
this “meaningful picture” on the reverse. It was a very strange process that week, functioning
dysfunctionally under circumstances never before encountered, one of which was having to
decide with my Mother and Sister collectively what we wanted to “Represent Dad” with the
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Funeral arrangements etc. We decided that this very poster epitomised an aspect of his character
so strongly it was worthy of being on the rear of the Hymn Sheets - it genuinely MEANT
something to him. I remember finding “Earthrise” on a clipart CD many years back, and as it
MEANS something to me TOO, I put it up on my wall at work (minus the text).
Now with this reality of ours appearing woven from fibres more intertwined than I can conceive,
the story could get complicated - but I will keep this section on the relatively short side - taking
into account my verbosity and tendency to “wax lyrical” ! I will just say, that I happened upon
a “kindred spirit” in CyberSpace under odd circumstances when she came across one of my
websites around 1999. She’s a Canadian whom I’ve never met (but mentioned earlier in the ionic
colloidal silver section), and somehow I “clicked” with her incredibly quickly and with an ease
seldom experienced. At the point in our friendship when Dad died, she’d only “known me” a
matter of months, knew NOTHING about my childhood or my Fathers interests and affinities.
It was perhaps six or nine months after Dad died that I had the weirdest email I’ve had in my
entire life. The lady’s husband had been diagnosed with cancer of the bladder and given a 50-50
chance of survival if his bladder were to be removed. They had requested a second opinion and
another doctor gave them hope with chemotherapy which he was undergoing at the time. Due
to his illness she joined her husband on a “hunt camp”, something she is against in principal
but under the circumstances wanted to be close to him. Whilst sitting around the campfire with
him, a gentleman who she vaguely knew the brother of said to her something along the lines of
“I hope you don’t mind me saying anything, but I’m a bit psychic and I’ve picked up something
about a friend you have in England”. He gave her some spiel about me which I could easily and
cynically claim was just generic, but then he said two things to her which I will NEVER forget.
He said
“Ask him what picture he looks at when he’s on the phone,
and ask him what ‘3rd Rock from the Moon’ means”.
The lady relayed the story and these cryptic questions to me with NO idea of their meaning.
Upon seeing the questions, there was confusion in my mind. I knew the picture I looked at
when on the phone at work was Earthrise (as it was directly in front of my computer where I
was sitting too), but I couldn’t tell you how many seconds passed before the penny dropped
and I understood EXACTLY what “3rd Rock from the Moon” meant. As I thought about the words
whilst gazing upon the picture, it dawned on me...
The picture (Earthrise) is OF the “Third Rock”, taken “from the Moon”...
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Talk about being spooked! I truly can’t describe the emotions and thoughts which raced through
my mind - HOW could someone I’ve never met, meet someone THEY’D never met, who then
proceeds to request they pass on information to ME??? When I emailed my friend back, dumbstruck
with the astounding news of the meaning of the message, she replied “I’ll ask him what else he
knows”.
I had to quickly email her back, I felt she may have missed the point of the “event”. I’ve had a
friend for over 10 years who’s a medium, and is one of only three people who have EVER given
me information they could NOT have known - and I’ve seen DOZENS of mediums since my
youth! It would be pointless my friend asking the guy what else he “knew”, he didn’t KNOW
anything. She started to spout conjecture on what had happened and what might my Dad have
been trying to SAY... But I’m a follower of philosophy not religion - science and spirituality
can walk together hand in hand, but it is VITAL not to extrapolate from the “raw data” - which
essentially is; a TOTAL stranger 1000’s of miles away from me THINKS spirit’s have given him
information which he doesn’t understand, but feels he should impart to ANOTHER stranger,
which appears to contain content of profound and peculiar accuracy when relayed to a THIRD
PARTY, being my Self.
I have also discovered that when I recite this story, no one will EVER understand or be able
to appreciate the gravity of the experience, simply because THEY DIDN’T experience it - they
didn’t get the adrenaline rush because it didn’t happen to them.

More Meaning Sought
A similar strange sequence of events unfolded following the death of my
dear friend Skipy. It was equally as profound a loss as my fathers passing
had been 15 years earlier, maybe more so in many ways, and yet without
either of these events, my life would not have taken the direction it has, and
I would not be writing this book!
Some of this synchronistic line of thought, experiences and reasoning were
published on Axia-ASD’s website following my meeting with Dr. Luke
Beardon on my birthday at BBC Radio Sheffield, to share in a “Conversation”
which he’d invited me to attend, and Dr. Linda Buchan (my Psychologist) facilitated in its
occurrence. The event itself was beautifully bizarre, and despite my ramblings, Luke asked some
particularly pertinent questions which I found fuel for my mind, aiding insight.
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From our first encounter at the conference, I found Luke could “engage my mind”. We exchanged
a number of emails which, from my perspective at least, were enlightening and entertaining.
During the conversation Luke asked me how I perceived “our relationship”, and although
answering the question finally, I may have failed to express adequately that I perceive all those
whom I relate to or with, on a variety of levels or degrees, in various roles, through numerous
mediums, as ALL being “meetings of mind”.
So on the mid summer solstice last year, my birthday, I
found myself pondering the question of
“How did I end up here?”
as I prepared to venture to Sheffield to meet Luke. The problem was that my mind was very much
preoccupied with the fact that it was also only 10 days since I’d received a phone call (which
would have been my fathers birthday) from the husband of my close friend Skipy, to inform me
that his wife had died tragically the previous night on Friday the 10th of June at approximately
9:45pm... “coincidentally” she was born on a Friday around 9:45am I believe...
As perhaps one may imagine, the emotional turmoil of both ecstatic excitement for the scheduled
BBC event which was to come, amidst the desperate sadness and grief of such a huge loss,
created confusion on a level or to a degree which I can still barely comprehend. And so, as is
my nature I suppose, I attempt to make sense of these events.
Whilst Luke and I were talking about “relationships”, he mentioned a way of gauging how much
someone meant by considering what life would be like if they died. I’m pretty sure I didn’t mention
the whole “best friend’s dead” before hand, I mean who wants to put a downer on such an
auspicious occasion? I suppose it is possible my Psychologist Dr. Buchan may have “forewarned”
Dr. Beardon (perhaps professional courtesy or demonstrating concern for my best interests, I
don’t know, I didn’t ask). His question did allow me to share my previous “3rd Rock from the
Moon” story about my dead father, and some of the following “crop circle synchronicty” stories,
which were experiences I’d shared with my recently departed, close companion, counsellor &
confidante of the previous 12 years or so.
Skipy Sue and I shared strange experiences and events, which coincided in either space or
time, but which to me were too extra-ordinary to be considered “coincidence”. For example,
one day we were having quite a deep discussion regarding “Crop Circles” and their potential
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relationship to consciousness, and I pulled out my
necklace and said “This is what I want to see in a crop
circle, the yin yang symbol”. The very next day on
7th July 2007 (7/7/07) the first “Yin Yang” crop circle
pictograph was reported.
Some years later whilst Skipy was doing her Masters
Degree in Counselling and Psychology we were
discussing Carl Jung, synchronicities, and archetypes
such as Neptune.
Suddenly Skipy blurted out
“I want a crop circle too, a snake, a rattle snake,
in the shape of an S”
and I remember interrupting her with
“WHOA, WHOA, don’t be so specific, you’ve put
‘a snake’ out there into the aether, leave it at
that”.
Three days later the crop circle below was
reported...

Another synchronicity to come from
“my” crop circle above which appeared
on 7/7/07 is that my friends funeral
was 7/7/16... 9 years to the day, and
Skipy was gone... and if one considers
6+1 is 7 then there is another pattern...
Numbers don’t lie, I’m just not sure we
have the capacity to interpret them nor
use to predict!
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Under normal circumstances, I tend to wear black
(some may say obsessively, but I feel comfortable in
my “uniformity of colour” ), however for my friends
funeral I purchased a white suit and shoes to honour
her. Skipy was also one to do the opposite of that which
was expected at times. The following day I searched to
see if any crop circles had been reported, and knock
me down with a feather, next to Stonehenge (important
as I was born on the solstice) was a 7 pointed star in a
crescent moon surrounded by a circle containing dots.
I recall one layer of them added to 73! I felt compelled
to post an “Instagram”...
I also recalled the position of the crop circle next to
Stonehenge, I could only think of one other which
had ever appeared there, and that was the “Julia Set Fractal”. This was the most amazing of
“Crop Circles” for many reasons, one being it’s proximity to Stonehenge (which as established,
I resonate with due to the date of my birth), whilst another of the reasons is perhaps more
profound still. This is one of the few “Temporary Temples” (as Steve Alexander describes these
beautiful “cereal glyphs” ), which appeared between the daylight hour of 5pm and 6pm in 1996.
I googled it to remind myself exactly when it was... it
was only on the 7th July 1996 wasn’t it... I had to post
another “Instagram”...

Everything is Connected
Whilst preparing to print this book, I suddenly realised
that if it were to be published, potentially I could be
creating copyright problems due to my use of the
crop circle photos. I started to search the internet to
find who owned which photos. It appeared they were
all from a gentleman named Steve Alexander. The
name was familiar to me, and as I started to ponder,
I remembered why... the first crop circle pictures I
purchased back in 1994 (23 years ago!) were from the
very same gentleman!
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I contacted Steve as I did not wish to cause Axia-ASD any “legal issues” and he very kindly
agreed to their use if I were to make a donation via his website: temporarytemples.co.uk which
I happily agreed to do. The fact that the first two photos I purchased were of a “spiders web”
and a “galaxy” also appear “more than coincidence” to me. Personally, whoever or whatever
creates these amazing and beautiful patterns in the crops is of less importance than the actual
“art” itself. For Steve to have dedicated so much of his life to photographing and documenting
them is something I am in awe of and grateful for, and I would urge readers to also contribute
to what I feel to be an extremely important, valuable and worthy enterprise.

“Two Points doth not a Pattern make”
This was another one of my Fathers phrases, and this was something else which is now archived
for posterity with the British Museum thanks to my mentioning it to Luke in our conversation. One
recent Christmas whilst “observing the 12 Holy Nights” nonsense, I suddenly became conscious of
a pattern I had not been aware of before... between 1984 and 2016 there were 4 women whom
I had, for want of a better phrase, “Fallen in Love with”. The first I mentioned in my earlier story
of painting a spider on the bonnet of my car in honour of her nickname, however her “given
name” was Susan. I also had a lodger for 6 weeks, extremely intense, I went head over heels
(recorded “The Lodger Song” I wrote for her in a music studio for valentines day), and her name
was Sue. The next was another very dear friend, she was like my “unrequited love”, but for the
next 18 years we were always close friends, and that’s Suzanne. Finally there was Skipy, not the
same sort of “falling in love”, but resonating on a mental level like I’ve never experienced before,
and her name was Susan. This “Pattern of Sues” I had been aware of since getting to know Skipy
and thinking “That’s 4 Sues I’ve felt close to... very strange”. What I SUDDENLY realised a few
Christmases ago was that these women ALSO shared another common variable, they were all
born in the zodiacal sign of Libra... I have NOT been looking for Libran ladies called Sue, but
how can I deny a pattern of FOUR!!!! Not that I can ascribe any sort of “meaning” to this, but I
have to recognise it IS “more than odd”... In fact 3 points would be odd, 4 points is even...

Why look for “Meaning” at all?
Thomas Cotterill stated on his blog back in March 2013 that “Humans Are Pattern Seeking
Primates Hunting for Habits”. I’ve only read the title (did I mention I’m running to a schedule
here?!? </ chuckle > ) but it sounds like a reasonable argument to me. I know the brain works
by “comparing & contrasting” seeking to assess “similar or different”, in order to “order”. If we
see a pattern which repeats, we can make predictions based upon that, it’s the WHOLE REASON
WE BUILD MENTAL MODELS!
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Unfortunately, I had to google “seeking meaning in patterns” (or wording of that ilk) only to
discover at the top of the list was a Wikipedia article on “Apophenia” which is described as
“the human tendency to perceive meaningful patterns within random data”... Ohhhh I REALLY
hope I’ve managed to convey my disdain for the notion that “random” exists in any form in our
reality!?!
Brief Aside: I asked a policeman who had stopped me why he had done so, and he replied that
he “Had the Power to Stop Anyone, it was Just Random”. I was thinking about the events later
that night (coincidentally he’d been sitting in the same spot as I had imagined the police car
from my “False Memory” story!), and as there were two other cars which had passed him before
he decided to “act” and stop me, HOW did he determine “random” exactly? Was he sitting there
throwing dice? Did he say to himself “I’ll stop the 3rd car I see from now” ? Had I had time to
process these questions at the scene, the outcome may have been completely different. I also
remember thinking at the time (but wisely choosing not to express the FACT) “We have Equal
Powers in Law, and I too have the Power to Stop anyone, HOWEVER, I do not ‘Exercise’ that Power
as it MAY CAUSE OFFENCE !”.

Evolution or Devolution?
I watched a presentation around ten years ago by a biologist called Bruce Lipton. I learned
more about biology in those 3 hours than I could recall from ALL my lessons in school! Without
watching it again, my recollection is that there are around 20 amino acids which one can think of
as different shaped pipe fittings. These combine to form proteins. Depending upon the electrical
charges at the end of the chain determines the shape the protein structure takes (like charges
repel, opposite charges attract). Proteins are the building blocks of life and join together to form
a plethora of “things” which I have no knowledge of. One of these “things” I have a vague
understanding of (to a degree) are cells. A cell is like a little version of us in many ways, we’re
filled with organs whilst a cell contains organelles performing similar functions. Cells require
food which they digest and excrete, they respirate, they multiply, and most human cells contain
a nucleus which is a 50% DNA and 50% protein.
Dr. Lipton describes how when studying cells in a petri dish, there are basically 3 observations
one can make about the cell’s behaviour. Introduce a food source and the cells move toward it,
introduce a source of poison and the cells move away from it, or introduce something neutral
and the cell does not react. Whether one considers this as the cells demonstrating “conscious
awareness” is debatable (depending upon one’s definitions!), however it is evident that cells are
“aware of their environment and react accordingly”. So here’s where the problems start to arise
for me.
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My understanding is that “Evolution” is an observable process of change, at least on the “micro”
scale. On the Macro scale, the question is “how did we evolve from the primordial gloop?”.
Charles Darwin’s “Theory of Evolution” has become the “accepted truth” despite there being
other models. Dr. Lipton claimed that due to Darwin’s “Natural Selection” model being based on
“random mutation”, it had experimentally been proven flawed. The Journal Nature apparently
published an Editorial with the headline something akin to “A Unicorn in the Garden” back in
1988 following research by John Cairns et al. Lipton claims a week later, lacking the sense of
humour and subtlety we Brits. display, the American Journal Science headlined with “A Heresy
in Evolutionary Biology”... erm... isn’t “heresy” only applied to religion and dogma?!?
Essentially, mutation isn’t random and does not (at least in this instance) occur through cellular
division. A proportion of the cells, in the absence of fuel (required to divide and mutate), rewrote
their DNA to enable them to consume the resources which were available in their environment.
Bruce also pointed out that “medical science” rarely acknowledges our “electromagnetic” potential
for anything other than the process of diagnosis... it is strange to me that these “scientific
disciplines” such as Cosmology and apparently “Medicine” do not recognise that EVERYTHING
is “electromagnetic”, it is FUNDAMENTAL to EXISTENCE, so why ignore it?
Why did I mention “Devolution”? The Cambrian Explosion!
The seemingly rapid appearance of fossils in the “Primordial Strata” was noted by William
Buckland in the 1840s, and in 1859 Charles Darwin discussed it as one of the main objections
that could be made against the theory of evolution by natural selection. (According to Wikipedia).
Darwin’s Evolution creates diversity and should result in more variety over time, however one
can look at the Cambrian period and see that it appears everything has actually been dying off
since then.

Do You Own Your Thoughts?
I think we can probably agree that there is enough evidence in this day and age, to accept that
“magnetic fields exist” and Faraday’s Law (more specifically the Maxwell-Faraday Equation) and
Fleming’s right-hand rule for generators, are able to predict results with enough accuracy, for
someone, somewhere on this planet, to be using it as I write! Those old “laws” from the 1800’s
seem to state that “where flows an electric current, a magnetic field will exist at a 90° angle”.
What we are also therefore agreeing to, is that our brains must have electric currents flowing
through them (which some may describe as “Thoughts are the firing of neurons” ), which must
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be “true” in order for a Magnetic Resonance Imaging scanner to successfully “see” our brain as
it functions. So we know that the brain’s magnetic field extends beyond our skull because we
can measure it externally, and we know that motion in a magnetic field can induce a current,
so how do we know that our thoughts have not been created through an unknown mechanism,
but which can be described with the laws of induction? I feel with this reasoning, I can not claim
with any certainty that any “thought” which goes through my mind is actually “Mine”, or that
the originating “prime mover” was actually external to my physical body, and not an artefact
generated internally by my brain...
Back in my late teenage years I remember standing in a supermarket queue. There was someone
standing close behind me, we weren’t physically touching, but I could FEEL they were too close.
Due to my conditioned life experiences up to that point and the model of reality I then held in
my mind, I explained this as “my aura being too sensitive” and there was a friction between their
aura and mine. I still do not dismiss that concept, however perhaps would choose a different
label than “aura” to describe the noun in the phenomena (friction still feels right as a verb,
however that too appears to be a noun!).

Mankind or Human Race?
I think this has happened within my lifetime, we were definitely “Man-Kind” when we landed
on the Moon (sorry, IF), but at some point it appears we were tricked into thinking of ourselves
as “The Human Race”. It was only through my study of “Language & Law” starting back in
2008/9 that I read the reason we were ALL considered “Men” was because of the Latin Mentis
meaning “Mind”. Minds and their meeting is vital for contract law, and some minds have wombs,
so we have men and women (womb-men). I was emphatically told I was wrong by a language
professor and that I didn’t understand that “Man” was actually an Old English word not Latin,
and they created plurals by altering the vowel A (being singular) to an E (making it plural).
Despite this directly contradicting evidence I had from some Law professor, I accepted the
Language professors argument. I did not agree with the interpretation though, and after a few
days responded with a question.
“Is it possible that the word started off it’s life in the plural form and was later made
singular instead of the other way around?”
(Men came first which was individuated to Man, as opposed to Man comes first and later
collectively forms Men). Following consideration it was conceded we may have originally
thought of ourselves as a whole.
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I LIKE MAN-KIND! What I don’t like is “Competition”, the evidence for improved outcomes
by the use of “Cooperation” should be blatantly obvious, however we’re sold “competition” as
being a force for creativity, inspiring ingenuity and drive. But it’s all about “beating” another
party, being secretive instead of sharing, and I’m too old to be in a fukin’ race!
</WINSTON, change my birthday to 1977, I can still pull off 39 can’t I?>
</SHUT UP WINSTON, THAT WAS RHETORICAL, JUST CHANGE THE DAMN DATE...>

And why add Hue to a Man??? Human looks pretty much like someone just tried to disguise what
they were doing and drop the E (vowels are strangely fluidic I find, unlike consonants). Did you
know that in “Law” there is a different definition for “Colour” than one may expect? I like Blacks
Law Dictionary 1st Edition. Yes it’s American, but it also provides an “authenticity” due to its age
(published 1892)
on page 222
COLOR. An appearance, semblance, or simulacrum, as distinguished from that
which is real. A prima facie or apparent right. Hence, a deceptive appearance; a
plausible, assumed exterior, concealing a lack of reality; a disguise or pretext.
So it does not seem unreasonable for me to think ManKind is no longer kind, we are Hue-man or
“colourable man” which as noted above creates “a deceptive appearance”. And we’re supposed
to be in a race???

I Blame Adam Curtis!
I have much respect and admiration for this gentleman, his BBC documentary “Century of the
Self ” beautifully details “History” with a most critical and cynical eye. As I am a lover of Jung and
hater of Freud, the first episode provided more “confirmation” for my predisposed “bias” than
I could EVER have wished for! His latest film released by the BBC in October this year (2016)
“HyperNormalisation” runs at 166 minutes, and is an EXTREMELY detailed narrative of how “we
were told a story”, and “the story changed”. The villain became the hero, and then there was
a twist and the characters role was reversed. Gadafi’s son was questioned on camera (and I’m
merely paraphrasing from memory here) “Why did your father admit to the Lockerbie bomb and
pay compensation when he didn’t do it?” and the son replied “We were told to, like we had to
agree to destroy the weapons of mass destruction we didn’t have”.
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I have to say I find it a little suspicious that the Governments very own propaganda propagator,
Auntie Beeb, is allowing us to peek once more behind the curtain via Adam Curtis, “lifting the
veil” at the same time that the Oxford English Dictionary choose “Post-Truth” as their word of
the year... mind you, they picked a fukin’ “emoticon” as their 2015 “word”...
</SHUT UP WINSTON, JUST KEEP REVISING...>
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Conscious of Time...
As I sit here on the 11th day of Christmas, typing, it suddenly
comes to mind that I have set my Self a “target”, an “end date”
when I will stop writing, which is only 4 days away! I’m looking
at the list of things I intended to cover...

Chains, Planes & Electromotive Fields
It wasn’t the best heading in the world, I think I liked it due to the play on words with the John
Candy film “Trains Planes and Automobiles”. I’ve mentioned “planes”, “fields” and “EMF”. I also
imagine that it’s more like a “rope” than a “chain”, but that didn’t roll off the tongue with the
same sound as the film!

Fractional = Fractal + Ion
One of those odd thoughts which went through my head, Fractal’s are “Fract(ion)al”, and
Ion’s are those little charged particles...

Lazy versus Efficiency
One of my life-long crosses which irks me to this day is the accusation of being “Lazy”. Do
we look at nature and the universe and call it lazy? I think not. We look at the universe and
say “Nature Conserves Energy” or “Nature Wastes Nothing” or “Energy takes the path of least
resistance”. Nobody looks at a river and thinks “Water is soooo lazy, it can’t even be bothered to
flow up-hill”. I would also add, that the brain uses more energy than any other organ, requiring
over a fifth of our calorific intake (according to Scientific American back in 2008), so I would
suggest THINKING IS HARD WORK!!!

Transverse, Longitudinal & Standing Waves
Ohhhh, this is definitely important... Have I mentioned the demonstration of the double slit
experiment being performed using tiny bouncing silicone bubbles in a bath of silicone? The video
points out that the proposal is called “Pilot Wave Theory”, and despite it having advantages over
the Quantum Model, it also has some severe problems - it appears merely as a choice of “which
madness makes most sense” ? Personally, a demonstrable experiment which offers an explanation
for other unexplained observations in other experiments is worthy of more exploration, and
perhaps a more logical direction.
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RAW - Maybe Logic
Robert Anton Wilson introduced me to “Maybe Logic” and reintroduced me to the “Principia
Discordia”. It was probably due to RAW that I began using words like “perhaps”, “maybe”,
“possibly” on a more frequent basis, whilst including additional phrases such as “appears to
me”, “from my perspective” and “in this moment”. People who display adamant and dogmatic
thoughts, SEEM TO ME less likely PERHAPS to have an interest in “Truth” (whatever that may
be). Their interests appear to lie in their own agendas.
I think Wilson went a little overboard when announcing his wish to cease using the word “IS”.
His reason was rational, instead of saying “The grass IS green” one should say “The grass appears
green to me”. I fully accept his premise, however I LIKE the word “IS” for other reasons, I’m not
so keen on “IT”, but “IT IS”!... or “IS IT”? </chuckle>

Hail Eris!
Which brings me on the Discordian Religion... Ahhh, both the funniest and most
profound “Fake Religion” I’ve ever found! After RAW made me a Discordian
Pope and immediately excommunicated me (along with everyone else who
watches the YouTube video) I “got it”. He’d said he used a mantra I think;
All affirmations are true in some sense, false in some sense, meaningless in some
sense, true and false in some sense, true and meaningless in some sense, false and
meaningless in some sense, and true and false and meaningless - in some sense.
When I started reading the Principia it became immediately apparent to me that it had a
fundamental Taoist or Zen like philosophical underpinning, however some of the concepts seem
to me as either misinterpreted or misrepresented. One of the books I thought I’d like to write
one day perhaps was “The Gospel of Greyface” (a character deeply misunderstood!) who in fact
had been married to Eris all this time, and they were enjoying “playing with the minds of men”...
another book I doubt I’ll write!

Written in “18 Days” or “A Teen Daze”???
Again, I am aware of the odd questions my mind asks its Self! But I do find it an interesting
question none the less. Once I had “set my mind” on this arbitrary, astrological and perhaps
autistic “model” to author this book, my mind may have gone through phases of regressed
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teenage youthful excitement, enthusiasm and erroneous idealism as I experienced the “ups
and downs” of this intense “writing experience”. There have been days when 6 or 8 hours
have passed without my noticing as my mind has been absorbed in this process. Definitely a
“youthful” quality in my thoughts (at least that is how the experience has appeared to me). Then
the “Adult Editor” in my mind appears... but he’s a miserable git who wants to “get it right”, try
and “Perfect” this piece, but due to my scheduling I’ve managed to keep him “under wraps” for
most of this experience!
</WINSTON! I SAID “YOUTHFUL” NOT “CHILDLIKE”, WHAT I SAY IS TRUTH - CHANGE IT!>

Weighing Up the “Pro’s” and “Con’s”...
I remember wondering once when being advised to “weigh up the pro’s again’s the con’s” why
“Pro” was the opposite of “Con”. My simplistic mind sees this as being because “Co’s, Con’s &
Com’s” draw in, whilst “Pro’s” go out (perhaps the 3rd in my list demonstrates this concept).
However, when I started to consider whether an identical word with a prefix of “Pro or Con” was
attached, were they actual opposites? Interestingly, from what I can see, few are even related!
The opposite of “Concord” is “Discord” for example.
The only rule to this exercise is that whatever word one thinks of has to have both a pro and
con “real word” (in the sense of it being in a dictionary somewhere). Hyphens only added for
emphasis, some words like No. 6 have their pro pronounced slightly differently! Here’s all the
ones which I could think of...
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Crimes versus Offences
This is another concept which I find extremely personal to me, and a distinction I believe should
be recognised more broadly than it is. Despite whatever anyone else may have told you, these
actually relate to “time” or “tense” as much as anything else.
For an “Act” to be considered a “Crime”, there must be a “Claimant” who alleges “Hurt, Harm
or Loss” against another party. Therefore, said “Act” MUST have already been “committed” for a
“Claim” to be made, hence the act (be it later proven a crime or not) MUST be past tense. This
is considered “Common Law”.
An “Offence” on the other hand is a “breach of legislation” which potentially COULD have
ended up with a crime being caused or committed. For example, driving 60mph in a 30mph
speed limit could potentially kill someone if they were hit at that speed. That’s obviously a
“speeding offence” assuming no collisions have occurred. Then there’s always that naughty little
introduction of another word, creating a “Criminal Offence”. That word “Criminal” sort of makes
it sound like a “Crime” has been committed doesn’t it?
When I was growing up, the Autumnal fungi Liberty Cap would start appearing. It was already
illegal to “Process” them (i.e. make a cup of tea from this fruit of nature), however there was
nothing preventing one wandering meadows and munching away as they came into view. Back
in 2005 the BBC reported that they were now a Class A Drug making it a CRIMINAL OFFENCE
TO PICK THEM OUT OF THE GROUND!!! Back in the 90’s Bill Hicks had questioned “How can
you make nature against the law? Did God make a mistake?”

“Spirit” versus “Letter” of the Law
These are, no doubt, deeply important concepts which one may hear occasionally, but perhaps
don’t consider all of the meaning captured within the two words. Again there is an overlap
with the Christian “Biblical Model”, which again shows me there was a “Reason” we only
studied the Gospel of Matthew and Paul’s Letters to the Corinthians. Later in life I learn that the
“Apostle Paul” was “Self Proclaimed”, unlike the “Original 12” who were “Appointed”. In Paul’s
second Epistle to the Corinthians he says:
2 Corinthians 3:6 KJV
Who also hath made us able ministers of the new testament; not of the letter, but of the spirit: for
the letter killeth, but the spirit giveth life.
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If one accepts my earlier contention that “Courts of Law” are “Old Testament” models performing
business functions, then they have “books to balance”, they see only “black and white” in what
has either been set as a previous precedent and written down, or conjured up in parliament.
Generally, Magistrates Courts cannot deal in “Spirit”, so if an Offence or Crime relies upon
“reason” or “truth” it is elevated to Crown Court, where if one is lucky one gets to be “Judged”
by “12 Good Men and True”, a supposed “Peer Group”!
There is also another overlap between the concepts of “Experiencing vs Reading”. One can read
all the books on sky-diving in the world, but one will never know what it is actually like until
one goes up in a plane and - DEEP BREATH - jumps out.

“Atheist” or “A Deist?
I do love “Atheists”, almost as much as those lovely Jehovah’s Witnesses (who talk to me for a
little while before starting to gradually back away!). Have I mentioned that I think of the prefix
letter “a” means “Not” as in “apolitical”, “asexual”, “abnormal”? So if one is “Not a Theist”, what
does that mean? My understanding is that there are “Theists & Deists”. The Theists believe the
“Creator” tends over us and listens to our prayers, whilst the Deists believe after the Universe
was made the Creator buggered off leaving us to our own devices. I am inclined to think that
an “Atheist” must mean they’re “Deist”, because I find it hard to deny that I APPEAR to be “In
something”. Perhaps in the same way my body is comprised of a community of something
like 50 trillion cells which may (or may not) have a degree of “consciousness” of which that
thing in my head we’re calling “Self” thinks of “me” in a “singular” sense. I find it hard NOT to
think of “me” as a “cell” within another “organism”, and whether we call that the “Universe”,
“God”, “Pure Consciousness”, “Zen”, “Spirit” or “The Tao”, they are just labels which we
choose for this “thing” we appear to be in. When an Atheist says they “Don’t believe in God”,
I have to assume they mean they don’t believe a bloke with a white beard is omnipotent and
omnipresent. If they are in denial of being “In” something or that there is a “constructive,
creative force”, we may have a problem communicating and my breath and words are being
wasted!
People who claim to be “Agnostic” are much more interesting as they’re stating “I don’t know”.
Personally I think I maybe a “Gnostic Agnostic” - I know I don’t know!
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Singular Duality - Inherent 3ness
This was something again which I shared with Luke, it suddenly
became clear to me some years back that the dualistic nature of
this universe was so obvious and apparent to everyone it was
taken for granted. I’m not sure where or when I heard the phrase
“Conditional Boundary”, but I think the guy was saying that “3
was the first whole number”. It was of interest to me because of
the Taoist Philosophy and my love of the “Taijitu”, more commonly
called the “Yin-Yang Symbol”. It dawned on me that for every
duality which exists, there must be a “Division” to create the
apparent opposites, a “Conditional Boundary” which may well
be invisible, but must be there to separate black from white, up
from down, heads from tails. I also noticed it was possible to think
that IF it is true that all polarities are opposing expressions of the same “thing”, it is possible that
in our three dimensional world, “3 IS the smallest WHOLE number”...
I ended up creating “Perhaps My First and Last Haiku”,
and found my Self writing a little “Nonsense Rhyme” too...
Nought divided created one,
And inherent two makes three,
The “Law of 5’s” is nothing more,
Than seeing 3’s duality.
“Intellectual Property” - Ownership of Thoughts
I did get onto the idea that perhaps our thoughts may not be quite as “our own” as we think, but
did not expand that to my thoughts on “Intellectual Property” and “Copyright”... perhaps best
not to, leave it “open to interpretation”... or I could say “I don’t believe in Intellectual Copyright”,
and perhaps the fictional character Citizen Smith may have said:
“Come the Revolution Brothers, those who’ve stifled and suffocated the spreading
of ideas to the proletariat through claimed “copyright infringement” will be first up
against the wall, last fag, bop bop bop”...
Now would that conditioned childhood memory be considered more of a communist or a fascist
inclination???
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The Autistic Model
Autism is not a “disorder” in and of itself, it is a “different cognitive state”
(in my opinion, and from my perspective obviously). Unfortunately in my
experience, being “neurologically diverse” amongst the “neurologically typical”
created numerous “comorbidities”, which ARE “disabling”. This book serves to
evidence the “Experiences, Memories and Thoughts”, of a SINGLE “individual”
diagnosed as being on the “Autistic Spectrum” (suffering an Autistic Spectrum
Disorder).
I would imagine only a handful of people will ever read this book. I would also imagine that
out of those who do, the majority will see little to nothing “of value”. I would like to think there
may have been at least a few words amongst the thousands which either exercised one’s mental
faculties or brought amusement. I appreciate my “unique thought process” may not appear to
be of benefit to mankind, HOWEVER, I relish it at times, and had my environmental factors
differed slightly, I may not be here spouting theoretical nonsense as did our good friend Einstein,
I MAY have been an experimentalist and created PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS from my “mental
models”. Tesla I believe was such a character, 1000’s of documents were seized by the FBI upon
his death and remain “classified” as of this writing.
I am NOT saying “I could have been Nikola Tesla”, I most definitively could NOT! What I AM
saying is “I think Tesla was Autistic”. I also think, had he realised the “forces” he were up against
when he met Thomas Edison, he may have devised a plan instead of naively ploughing forwards.
I think of Tesla’s life in the same way as I think of Royal Raymond Rife’s life, TRAGEDY!
Apparently there is an “old joke”. “When you’ve met one autistic person you’ve met one autistic
person” (I think it’s a play on “When you’ve met one, you’ve met them all” stereotype). Just
because MY “neurological diversity” may not appear “of use” does not mean there is not an
equally crazy autistic fool out there now or in the future, who WILL synthesise ALL the “laws of
physics” into a simple, comprehensible model, which has a PRACTICAL VALUE.
Personally, if I were to choose to hold another “belief”, it would perhaps be that MANKIND
will be SAVED from the “Human Race” by someone who doesn’t think “outside the box”, but
by one who “Sees No Box”. Neuro-Typicals NEED the Neuro-Diverse, they NEED to recognise
the value of what APPEARS as “discordant thought” (which may in fact create a harmonious
concordance). I think it will be an “Autistic Mind” whose mental model shows a practical path,
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which ultimately returns heaven to earth once more! Yay! back in “the Garden of Eden”, NO
CLOTHES! </chuckle>
N.B. Actually, I’m quite prudish, so if we’re going back to the Garden, let us retain our dignity
and clothing please!

The Theatrical Model
The World IS a Stage. Why do doctors operate in a Theatre? Why do you
think the Military and Politicians use words like “Theatre of War” or “Bad
Actors” ? Either they are using it as a “defence mechanism” or “coping
strategy” for themselves (due to the horrors with which they are engaging,
contemplating the ramifications of their deeds as being “real” would be too
horrific for their minds to cope with), OR, they Stand-Under the “Shaker of
the Spear”...
Point of Note: There are NO “Bad Actors”, ONLY “Bad Acts”.
I made mention earlier of the “Enlightenment Period” and my perception of the manipulation
which was performed on Man (for the “greater good” of course, it always is from someone’s
perspective!). Around the turn of the 17th Century, much was afoot! My recollection of discovering
this “line of thought” (probably post father “shedding his mortal coil” in 2001) was that back in
the late 80’s whilst my father and I were operating one of the printing presses, I think it was Steve
Wright who said in the “News” section of his programme, that
“A printing press had been found in the basement of one of Sir Francis Bacon’s
properties.”
I remember dad smiling and commenting on it, however the actual conversation eludes me,
but the memory is of the event, which is what feels important. As my father “served his time” as
an “Apprentice”, he joined the Guild. Not to wish to appear a Cowan, but some may consider
the “Worshipful Company of Stationers and Newspaper Makers” as Antient. In 1403 the Guild of
Stationers became incorporated. It appeared my father had inadvertently joined a “secret society”.
I look at the measurement system we used with a joy I NEVER appreciated at the time... 12 Points
to a Pica, 6 Picas to an Inch (or 72 points to an inch, although “traditionally” it was 72.27 !!!). Oh,
and an En is half an Em whilst an Em can be considered a Pica!
</chuckle>
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Anywayz, I became aware of a theory claiming it was not the actor William Shakespeare who
had penned so many plays containing metaphysical insights and philosophies, including “The
Merchant of Venice” which encompasses concepts such as the strict “letter of the law” whilst
taking the “spirit of the law” into account, and of women’s intellectual equality despite their
“unequal standing”... who’d a thunk a guy who could hardly sign his own name (only 5 known
signatures – signs of nature) whose dad made gloves, would turn out to be able to reveal the
inner workings of court!
The alternative theory suggested that Francis Bacon was a member of
a secret society known as the “Knights of the Helmet” which worshipped
the goddess Athena. She was considered a Muse, an “inspirer of men”,
and she carried a spear which she shook whilst she walked amongst
us, hidden by her mask of invisibility... I’m not making this up, really!
The theory appears to claim that Bacon surrounded himself with great
writers of the day “in the know” and were following a “mission
statement” to “Do what the French are doing, Enlighten”. This explains
why I was taught in Secondary School that “Shakespeare increased the
English language by a third”, and why I am sooo suspicious of words whose etymology is
defined as “Middle English”, especially when I find a word which is half Roman and half Greek
grafted together! - </SHUT UP WINSTON, KEEP TYPING!>

The Theatrical Model taken Symbolically
I like to remember, a word is just a symbol, and “symbols both reveal and conceal”. I find the
“Theatrical Model” to be pleasing because it contains overlaps with other Models, such as the
Contractual one. In a contract one MUST “Act”, there are “roles”, and one MUST “Perform” else
there be consequences. But there’s also an overlap with an “Astrological Model”... wasn’t there
a Play called “Twelfth Night” ? and one called “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” ? Ohhh, thanks
Jung, I chose to go by the name Dream and was born on the Midsummer Solstice, and all this
happened BEFORE I became aware of the “Baconian theory of Shakespeare authorship”! Plays
have a general structure – Lights up, Curtain up, Acts, Scenes, Interval, Acts, Scenes, Curtain Falls,
lights down. They represent both the “light and the dark” along with the “waxing and waning”.
Whether deliberately introduced, or a reflection in Art of the “mechanism of life”, the analogy is
there... at least it appears to be to me!
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The Theatrical Model taken Literally
Could it be, that life IS, in it’s most basic form, just “Theatre” ? If Bill Hick’s
was right and we are “one consciousness experiencing itself subjectively”, is
life meant to be “entertainment” ? Possibly. In my experience, I learn best
whilst entertained. Bore me, and I’ve forgotten already. I can interpret or define
“entertainment” as meaning “engaging my mind”, and unfortunately “tragedies”
oft force unpleasant mental engagement, but engaged it still be.
I would contend that for my personal purposes, thinking of life within this Shake-Spear like
drama we call “Life”, I can satisfactorily weave together several other “models of reality” such
as “Law”, “Metaphysical” and “Philosophical”... in fact at a stretch I can throw in the Scientific,
Psychological and Spiritual... Hamlet, Act 2 Scene 2...
“I have of late, but wherefore I know not, lost all my mirth, forgone all custom of
exercises, and indeed it goes so heavily with my disposition that this goodly frame, the
earth, seems to me a sterile promontory; this most excellent canopy, the air, look you,
this brave o’erhanging firmament, this majestical roof fretted with golden fire, why, it
appears no other thing to me than a foul and pestilent congregation of vapors.
What a piece of work is a man! How noble in reason, how infinite in faculty! In
form and moving how express and admirable! In action how like an angel, in
apprehension how like a god! The beauty of the world. The paragon of animals. And
yet, to me, what is this quintessence of dust?”
The lines which I most resonate with from that are
“it appears no other thing to me than a foul and pestilent congregation of vapours.”
and “yet, to me, what is this quintessence of dust?”
I see no accident in the choice of “congregation of vapours” to describe both reality AND
physicality, neither it be accidental that this dust with which we be made (mixed with water) be
of “Quintessential” nature... Just sayin’...
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And the Final Curtain... from “A Midsummer Night’s Dream”,
Puck’s last speech, Act 5 Scene 1
If we shadows have offended,
Think but this, and all is mended,
That you have but slumber’d here
While these visions did appear.
And this weak and idle theme,
No more yielding but a dream,
Gentles, do not reprehend:
if you pardon, we will mend:
And, as I am an honest Puck,
If we have unearn-ed luck
Now to ‘scape the serpent’s tongue,
We will make amends ere long;
Else the Puck a liar call;
So, good night unto you all.
Give me your hands, if we be friends,
And Robin shall restore amends.

Conclude
Remember in the Prelude I said that:

“Models are Not Real”,
“The Map is Not the Territory”,
and
“The Menu is Not the Meal”…
If you take nothing else from this book, I would wish this one concept, idea or notion
be understood, appreciated and remembered... or not!
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Epilogue
Having assigned my Self a “Single Edit”, once the “Words Were Done”, that was IT! The thought
never even entered my mind that, my “job” for 23 years was to take the “Copy” (text) provided
by other people, and “make it look pretty”. My role as a Printer included the new fangled label of
“Graphic Designer”, and despite the name being different, the task was the same - try to create
something which was “aesthetically pleasing” from the “Black & White” provided me.
This did NOT always necessitate the use of “Colour” (nice as it may be). I was taught the
use of “White Space Balance” (sadly something not supplied, provided or furnished to those
“pedestrians“ on the “cutting edge” of the desk-top publishing revolution at the time!)... the
local politicians of the day who brought us “print ready artwork” failed to grasp ideas such as
“balance” it appeared (If they saw any white space on their handouts they thought they needed
to fill it with SOMETHING!).
What it appears I had forgotten, is that had I been handed the raw text of this document, and
been given the “Directive”, “Purview” or “Remit” I have in my head, it would take WEEKS and
WEEKS to even come close to something “I” was content with, even though the “Customer may
be satisfied” in less time, I will always KNOW “I could have improved it”... that is why I HAD
to use a “Time Sensitive Model” else I would NEVER have finished this “Work”!!! My “Single Edit”
ended on January 15th 2017 which “coincides” with the anniversary of “Torching My Father” 10
days after his death, so recognising another “cycle”.
So it appears I may have predicted in the Preface this “Position” that I now find my Self in. But
one MUST “draw one’s lines in the sand”, it is where we make our STAND! HOWEVER, better to
use sand than stone, you start engraving with chisel and hammer into granite, that maybe more
permanent than the internet! It is surprising how the “Winds of Change” may move our arbitrary
lines in the sand, as with the Sphinx, they move also in stone, but my goodness it takes a lot
longer when using a geological timescale!
It is also possible for us to SIT and “Break Bread”, we can “Discuss, Debate and Decide” exactly
“Why I’m Wrong”, (and perhaps how you may be too), negotiating an understanding. More
likely than not, our disagreement will be semantical in nature, and we may find we are able
to reach agreement with ease seeking other words which are acceptable to us both, and using
metaphors and concepts we can both envision and imagine.
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OR one can LIE... which does NOT necessarily mean any deceit will be perpetrated, it MAY
mean one “Puts up no resistance”, whilst at the same time “NOT ASSISTING, CONSENTING
OR FACILITATING”... Is that “Passive Resistance”?... Is that perhaps like my possibly apparent
“Passive Hostility”???
I guess that means “I close as I opened”... we covered the “3 Positions” and what they mean...
to me... at the moment... maybe...

Got to End on an E word –
HAIL ERIS !!!!!
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